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F BACKMAN Backman, Fredrik. My grandmother asked me to tell you she's sorry: a novel /
Atria Books, 2015
Elsa is seven years old; her grandmother is seventy-seven years old. She is Elsa's best, and only,
friend. At night Elsa takes refuge in her grandmother's stories, in the Land of Almost-Awake and
the Kingdom of Miamas where everybody is different and nobody needs to be normal. When
Elsa's grandmother dies and leaves behind a series of letters apologizing to people she has
wronged, the letters lead her to an apartment building full of drunks, monsters, attack dogs,
and totally ordinary old crones... but also to the truth about fairytales and kingdoms and a
grandmother like no other.
F BALLIS Ballis, Stacey. How to change a life / Berkley, 2017
"A dare between friends leads to startling revelations and simmering tensions in the latest
novel from the author of Wedding Girl. Eloise is happy with her life as a successful private
chef. She has her clients, her corgi, and a recipe for the world's most perfect chocolate cream
pie. What more could she need? But when her long-lost trio of high school friends reunites,
Eloise realizes how lonely she really is. Eloise, Lynne, and Teresa revamp their senior-class
assignment and dare one another to create a list of things to accomplish by the time they each
turn forty in a few months. Control freak Lynne has to get a dog, Teresa has to spice up her
marriage, and Eloise has to start dating again. Enter Shawn, a hunky ex-athlete and the first
man Eloise could see herself falling for. Suddenly forty doesn't seem so lonely--until a chance
encounter threatens the budding romance and reveals the true colors of her friends. Will the
bucket listers make it to forty still speaking to one another? Or do some friendships come with
an expiration date? Readers Guide and Recipes Included"—
F BROWN Brown, Dale. Act of revenge: a novel / William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2018
"On Easter Sunday morning, the city of Boston is struck by a widespread and coordinated series
of terrorist attacks: an explosion in the T, a suicide bomber at Back Bay Police Station, and
heavily armed gunmen taking hostages at the Patriot Hotel. For robotics innovator Louis
Massina, aka the Puppet Master, this is far more personal than a savage act of political
terrorism. Boston is his city—and one of his employees, Chelsea Goodman, is among the
hostages facing certain death. As Chelsea fights from the inside, Massina leads his team of tech
geniuses at Smart Metal to deploy every bot, drone, and cyber weapon at their disposal to
defeat the fanatics and save his city and friend. That's step one. Step two: Find the twisted
mastermind behind the attacks and make him pay."
F BROWN Brown, Dan. Origin: a novel / Doubleday, 2017
Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of symbology and religious iconology, arrives at the
Guggenheim Museum Bilbao to attend the unveiling of a discovery that "will change the face of
science forever". The evening's host is his friend and former student, Edmond Kirsch, a fortyyear-old tech magnate whose dazzling inventions and audacious predictions have made him a
controversial figure around the world. This evening is to be no exception: he claims he will
reveal an astonishing scientific breakthrough to challenge the fundamentals of human

existence. But Langdon and several hundred other guests are left reeling when the
meticulously orchestrated evening is blown apart before Kirsch's precious discovery can be
revealed. With his life under threat, Langdon is forced into a desperate bid to escape, along
with the museum's director, Ambra Vidal. Together they flee to Barcelona on a perilous quest
to locate a cryptic password that will unlock Kirsch's secret.
F BURKE Burke, James Lee. Robicheaux: a novel / Simon & Schuster, 2018
"Dave Robicheaux is a haunted man. From the acts he committed in Vietnam, to his battles
with alcoholism, to the sudden loss of his beloved wife, Molly, his thoughts drift from one
irreconcilable memory to the next. Images of ghosts pepper his reality. Robicheaux's only
beacon remains serving as a detective in New Iberia, Louisiana. It's in that capacity that
Robicheaux crosses paths with powerful mob boss, Tony Nemo. Tony has a Civil War sword he'd
like to give to Levon Broussard, a popular local author whose books have been adapted into
major Hollywood films. The sword's history can be traced back to Broussard's ancestors, and
Tony figures it belongs to Levon. But Tony's intentions aren't so pure; he believes the gift will
lead to a slice of Broussard's lucrative film adaptations. Then there's Jimmy Nightengale, the
young poster boy of New Orleans wealth and glamour. Jimmy's fond of Levon's work, and even
fonder of his beautiful, enigmatic wife, Rowena. Tony thinks Jimmy can be a US Senator
someday, and has the resources and clout to make it happen. There's something off about the
relationship between these three men, and after a vicious assault, it's up to Robicheaux to
uncover the truth. Complicating matters is the sudden death of T.J. Dartez, the New Iberian
local responsible for Molly's death. Robicheaux's colleague, Spade Labiche, thinks Robicheaux
had something to do with it. Robicheaux's determined to clear his name. He's not alone; his
daughter, Alafair, along with his old friend, Clete Purcel are right by Robicheaux's side as he
searches for the killer, where a shocking discovery awaits."--Amazon.com.
F CARR Carr, Robyn. Any day now / Mira, 2017
For Sierra Jones, Sullivan's Crossing is meant to be a brief stopover. She's put her troubled past
behind her but the path forward isn't yet clear. A visit with her big brother Cal and his new
bride, Maggie, seems to be the best option to help her get back on her feet. Not wanting to
burden or depend on anyone, Sierra is surprised to find the Crossing offers so much more than a
place to rest her head. Cal and Maggie welcome her into their busy lives and she quickly finds
herself bonding with Sully, the quirky campground owner who is the father figure she's always
wanted. But when her past catches up with her, it's a special man and an adorable puppy who
give her the strength to face the truth and fight for a brighter future. In Sullivan's Crossing
Sierra learns to cherish the family you are given and the family you choose.
F CHILD Child, Lee. The midnight line / Delacorte Press, 2017
"Reacher rides the bus north from Milwaukee. At a comfort stop in Wisconsin dairy country he
takes a stroll. Among the cheap junk in a pawn shop window he notices a West Point class ring
for sale. It's tiny. A woman cadet's ring. Why would she pawn it? Reacher knows what Serena
Sanderson must have gone through to get it. He fights through a biker gang and a South Dakota
gangster, following the trail of the ring to the emptiness of Wyoming, in search of Major
Sanderson. Is she OK?"-F CLANCY Couch, Dick. Tom Clancy's Op-center: out of the ashes / St. Martin's Griffin,
2014
When terrorists detonate bombs in sports stadiums around the country leaving men, women
and children dead or mutilated, the President executes an emergency order to bring back Op-

Center and thwart a renegade Saudi Prince with ambitions of controlling the world's oil supply
by manipulating America into attacking Syria, launching a war against Iran, and igniting a
sleeper cell to attack the American homeland.
F CORNWELL Cornwell, Bernard. Fools and Mortals / HarperCollins, 2018
In the heart of Elizabethan England, Richard Shakespeare dreams of a glittering career in one
of the London playhouses, a world dominated by his older brother, William. But he is a
penniless actor, making ends meet through a combination of a beautiful face, petty theft and a
silver tongue. As William's star rises, Richard's onetime gratitude is souring and he is sorely
tempted to abandon family loyalty. So when a priceless manuscript goes missing, suspicion falls
upon Richard, forcing him onto a perilous path through a bawdy and frequently brutal London.
Entangled in a high-stakes game of duplicity and betrayal which threatens not only his career
and potential fortune, but also the lives of his fellow players, Richard has to call on all he has
learned from the brightest stages and the darkest alleyways of the city. To avoid the gallows,
he must play the part of a lifetime.
F DRISCOLL Driscoll, Teresa. I am watching you / Thomas & Mercer, 2017
"When Ella Longfield overhears two attractive young men flirting with teenage girls on a train,
she thinks nothing of it - until she realises they are fresh out of prison and her maternal instinct
is put on high alert. But just as she's decided to call for help, something stops her. The next
day, she wakes up to the news that one of the girls - beautiful, green-eyed Anna Ballard - has
disappeared. A year later, Anna is still missing. Ella is wracked with guilt over what she failed
to do, and she's not the only one who can't forget. Someone is sending her threatening letters letters that make her fear for her life. Then an anniversary appeal reveals that Anna's friends
and family might have something to hide. Anna's best friend, Sarah, hasn't been telling the
whole truth about what really happened that night - and her parents have been keeping secrets
of their own. Someone knows where Anna is - and they're not telling. But they are watching
Ella." -- back cover
F DUMAS Dumas, Alexandre. The man in the iron mask / Penguin Books, 2003
"In the Musketeers’ final adventure, D’Artagnan remains in the service of the corrupt King Louis
XIV after the Three Musketeers have retired and gone their separate ways. Meanwhile, a
mysterious prisoner in an iron mask wastes away deep inside the Bastille. When the destinies of
king and prisoner converge, the Three Musketeers and D’Artagnan find themselves caught
between conflicting loyalties."
F FERRANTE Ferrante, Elena. The story of the lost child: Book four, The Neapolitan
novels, Maturity, old age / Europa, 2015
Here is the dazzling saga of two women, the brilliant, bookish Elena and the fiery
uncontainable Lila. In this book, both are adults; life's great discoveries have been made, its
vagaries and losses have been suffered. Through it all, the women's friendship, examined in its
every detail over the course of four books, remains the gravitational center of their lives. Both
women once fought to escape the neighborhood in which they grew up—a prison of conformity,
violence, and inviolable taboos. Elena married, moved to Florence, started a family, and
published several well-received books. But now, she has returned to Naples to be with the man
she has always loved. Lila, on the other hand, never succeeded in freeing herself from Naples.
She has become a successful entrepreneur, but her success draws her into closer proximity with
the nepotism, chauvinism, and criminal violence that infect her neighborhood. Yet somehow
this proximity to a world she has always rejected only brings her role as unacknowledged

leader of that world into relief. For Lila is unstoppable, unmanageable, unforgettable! Against
the backdrop of a Naples that is as seductive as it is perilous and a world undergoing epochal
change, this story of a lifelong friendship is told with unmatched honesty. Lila and Elena clash,
drift apart, reconcile, and clash again, in the process revealing new facets of their friendship.
F FINN Finn, A. J. The woman in the window / William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollins Publishers, 2018
"It isn't paranoia if it's really happening... Anna Fox lives alone -- a recluse in her New York City
home, drinking too much wine, watching old movies... and spying on her neighbors. Then the
Russells move next door: a father, a mother, their teenaged son. The perfect family. But when
Anna sees something she shouldn't, her world begins to crumble -- and its shocking secrets are
laid bare. What is real? What is imagined? Who is in danger? Who is in control? In this gripping
Hitchcockian thriller, no one and nothing are what they seem."-F GABALDON Gabaldon, Diana. Dragonfly in amber: a novel / Delacorte Press, 2017
For twenty years, Claire Randall has kept her secrets. But now she is returning with her grown
daughter to Scotland's majestic mist-shrouded hills. Here Claire plans to reveal a truth as
stunning as the events that gave it birth: about the mystery of an ancient circle of standing
stones; about a love that transcends the boundaries of time; and about James Fraser, a
Scottish warrior whose gallantry once drew a young Claire from the security of her century to
the dangers of his. Now a legacy of blood and desire will test her beautiful copper-haired
daughter, Brianna, as Claire's spellbinding journey of self-discovery continues in the intrigueridden Paris court of Charles Stuart in a race to thwart a doomed Highlands uprising and in a
desperate fight to save both the child and the man she loves.
F GEORGE George, Nina. The little French bistro: a novel / Crown, 2017
Marianne Messman, a housewife, wants to escape her loveless marriage and an uncaring and
unfeeling husband of 35 years. She and her husband, army sergeant major Lothar, take a trip to
Paris, during which Marianne leaps off the Pont Neuf into the Seine, but she is saved from
drowning by a homeless man. Angered by her behaviour Major Lothar takes a coach trip back
home to Germany, expecting that a psychologist will escort Marianne home a few days later.
However, Marianne comes across a hand-painted scene of the tiny port of Kerdruc in Brittany,
and becomes fixated with the place.
F GOODKIND Goodkind, Terry. Shroud of eternity / Tor, 2018
The formidable sorceress Nicci and her companions--the newly powerless Nathan and the
youthful Bannon--set out on another quest after driving ruthless Norukai slavers out of Renda
Bay. Their mission: restore Nathan's magic and, for Nicci, save the world. Guided by the witchwoman Red's mysterious prophecy, the trio makes their way south of Kol Adair towards a
wondrous city shrouded behind time, Ildakar. But the grotesque omens on their path to
Nathan's salvation--severed Norukai heads on pikes, a genetically modified monster, and a
petrified army of half a million--are just a taste of the unimaginable horrors that await within
the Shroud of Eternity.
F HANNAH Hannah, Kristin. The great alone / St. Martin's Press, 2018
Lenora Allbright is 13 when her father convinces her mother, Cora, to forgo their inauspicious
existence in Seattle and move to Kaneq, AK. It's 1974, and the former Vietnam POW sees a
better future away from the noise and nightmares that plague him. Having been left a
homestead by a buddy who died in the war, Ernt is secure in his beliefs, but never was a family

less prepared for the reality of Alaska, the long, cold winters and isolation. Locals want to help
out, especially classmate Matthew Walker, who likes everything about Leni. Yet the harsh
conditions bring out the worst in Ernt, whose paranoia takes over their lives and exacerbates
what Leni sees as the toxic relationship between her parents. The Allbrights are as green as
greenhorns can be, and even first love must endure unimaginable hardship and tragedy as the
wilderness tries to claim more victims.
F HORN Horn, Dara. Eternal life: a novel / W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2018
Ever since she made a deal to save her son's life in Roman-occupied Jerusalem, Rachel has
been doomed to live eternally, but as her descendants develop new technologies for
immortality, she realizes that, for them to live fully, she must die.
F IGNATIUS Ignatius, David. The quantum spy: a thriller / W. W. Norton & Company, 2018
Follows CIA agent Harris Chang into a quantum research lab compromised by a suspected
Chinese informant. The breach provokes a mole hunt that is obsessive, destructive, and--above
all--uncertain: Do the leaks expose real secrets, or are they false trails meant to deceive the
Chinese? Chang soon finds that there is a thin line between loyalty and betrayal, as the
investigation leads him down a rabbit hole as dangerous as it is deep.
F ILES Iles, Greg. The bone tree / William Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers,
2016
Penn Cage is caught in the darkest maelstrom of his life. The death of his father's AfricanAmerican nurse has fractured his family and turned Dr. Tom Cage into a fugitive. Penn has
inadvertently started a war with an offshoot of the KKK, and Penn's fiancée, journalist Caitlin
Masters, is chasing the biggest story of her career. Both Caitlin and Federal authorities believe
Tom can lead them to evidence of America's most shameful history, a time when powerful men
committed violent race murders to conceal a conspiracy involving the Mafia, the Double Eagles,
and the assassination of JFK. In the end, all roads lead to the Bone Tree, a legendary killing
site that may conceal far more than the remains of the forgotten.
F JAMES James, E. L. Darker / Vintage Books, a division of Random House LLC, 2017
"Their scorching, sensual affair ended in heartbreak and recrimination, but Christian Grey
cannot get Anastasia Steele out of his mind, or his blood. Determined to win her back, he tries
to suppress his darkest desires and his need for complete control, and to love Ana on her own
terms. But the horrors of his childhood still haunt him, and Ana’s scheming boss, Jack Hyde,
clearly wants her for himself. Can Christian’s confidant and therapist, Dr. Flynn, help him face
down his demons? Or will the possessiveness of Elena, his seducer, and the deranged devotion
of Leila, his former submissive, drag Christian down into the past? And if Christian does win Ana
back, can a man so dark and damaged ever hope to keep her?"
F KELLER Keller, Julia. Bitter River / Minotaur Books, 2014
Phone calls before dawn from the sheriff are rarely good news. When Bell Elkins picks up the
phone she already knows she won't like what she's about to hear, but she's still not prepared for
this: Lucinda Trimble's body has been found at the bottom of Bitter River-- and she was dead
before her body ever hit the water. Searching for the truth, both behind Lucinda's murder and
behind her own complicated relationships, will lead Bell down a path that might put her very
life at risk.

F KELLERMAN Kellerman, Jonathan. Crime scene: a novel / Ballantine Books, 2017
"A corpse lying at the bottom of the stairs. A beautiful but troubled young woman. A brutal,
decades-old murder. And the man charged with making sense of it all. Clay Edison is a former
star athlete turned coroner's investigator. It's his job to care for the dead and the people they
leave behind. It's not his job to solve mysteries. But some cases--and some people--can't be
resisted. What he discovers will set him on a quest to overturn a hideous injustice, no matter
the consequences"-F KIDD Kidd, Sue Monk. The secret life of bees / Penguin, 2002
Fourteen-year-old Lily and Rosaleen, the African-American woman who has loved her like a
mother since she was four, flee their home after Rosaleen is victimized by racist police officers
and find a safe haven in Tiburon, South Carolina, at the home of three eccentric beekeeping
sisters.
F KING King, Stephen. Doctor Sleep: a novel / Scribner, 2013
The now middle-aged Dan Torrance (the boy protagonist of The Shining) must save a very
special twelve-year-old girl from a tribe of murderous paranormals.
F KING King, Stephen. Finders keepers: a novel / Simon & Schuster, 2015
"A masterful, intensely suspenseful novel about a reader whose obsession with a reclusive
writer goes far too far--a book about the power of storytelling, starring the same trio of
unlikely and winning heroes King introduced in Mr. Mercedes" -- | ""Wake up, genius." So begins
King's instantly riveting story about a vengeful reader. The genius is John Rothstein, an iconic
author who created a famous character, Jimmy Gold, but who hasn't published a book for
decades. Morris Bellamy is livid, not just because Rothstein has stopped providing books, but
because the nonconformist Jimmy Gold has sold out for a career in advertising. Morris kills
Rothstein and empties his safe of cash, yes, but the real treasure is a trove of notebooks
containing at least one more Gold novel. Morris hides the money and the notebooks, and then
he is locked away for another crime. Decades later, a boy named Pete Saubers finds the
treasure, and now it is Pete and his family that Bill Hodges, Holly Gibney, and Jerome Robinson
must rescue from the ever-more deranged and vengeful Morris when he's released from prison
after thirty-five years" -F KRENTZ Krentz, Jayne Ann. Promise not to tell / Berkley, 2018
"A broken promise reveals a terrifying legacy in this electrifying novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of When All the Girls Have Gone. A painter of fiery, nightmarish visions
throws herself into the sea--but she'll leave some of her secrets behind... Seattle gallery
owner Virginia Troy has spent years battling the demons that stem from her childhood time in a
cult and the night a fire burned through the compound, killing her mother. And now one of her
artists has taken her own life, but not before sending Virginia a last picture: a painting that
makes Virginia doubt everything about the so-called suicide--and her own past. Like Virginia,
private investigator Cabot Sutter was one of the children in the cult who survived that
fire...and only he can help her now. As they struggle to unravel the clues in the painting, it
becomes clear that someone thinks Virginia knows more than she does and that she must be
stopped. Thrown into an inferno of desire and deception, Virginia and Cabot draw ever closer
to the mystery of their shared memories--and the shocking fate of the one man who still wields
the power to destroy everything they hold dear"--

F LADITAN Laditan, Bunmi. Confessions of a domestic failure / Mira Books, 2017
"There are good moms and bad moms, and then there are hot-mess moms. Introducing Ashley
Keller, career girl turned stay-at-home mom who's trying to navigate the world of Pinterestperfect, Facebook-fantastic, and Instagram-impressive mommies but failing miserably. When
Ashley gets the opportunity to participate in the 'Motherhood Better' bootcamp run by the
mommy-blog-empire maven she idolizes, she jumps at the chance to become the perfect mom
she's always wanted to be. But will she fly high or flop?"-F LE GUIN Le Guin, Ursula K. The lathe of heaven: a novel / Scribner, 2008
"In a future world racked by violence and environmental catastrophes, George Orr wakes up
one day to discover that his dreams have the ability to alter reality. He seeks help from Dr.
William Haber, a psychiatrist who immediately grasps the power George wields. Soon George
must preserve reality itself as Dr. Haber becomes adept at manipulating George's dreams for
his own purposes."--Publisher description.
F LONGWORTH Longworth, M. L. Murder in the Rue Dumas / Penguin Books, 2012
When Dr. George Moutte is found murdered, Judge Antoine Verlaque is stumped. Certainly, the
director of theology at the Universite d'Aix had his enemies. Moutte was just about to name the
recipient of an elite fellowship as well his own successor--a hightly coveted position that
includes a lavish apartment in the seventeenth-century mansion--when his lips were sealed
permanently. Yet, Verlaque isn't convinced that any of the academics are capable of murder.
Aided by his on-again, off-again girlfriend, law professor Marine Bonnet, Verlaque turns
Provence upside down, uncovering a world far more complicated than university politics.
F MACDONALD MacDonald, John D. The scarlet ruse / Random House Trade Paperbacks,
2013
Some rare stamps, a generously endowed woman, and a syndicate killer serve to distract
McGee from his beloved houseboat.
F MCMAHON McMahon, Jennifer. The one I left behind / William Morrow, 2013
Reggie, a successful architect who left her hometown and the horrific memories of a long ago
summer behind, gets a call revealing that her mother has been found alive--a call that forces
Reggie to confront the ghosts of her past and find the serial killer known as Neptune before he
kills again.
F MELAMED Melamed, Jennie. Gather the daughters: a novel / Little, Brown and Company,
2017
A smoldering debut about an insular community on an island at the end of the world and the
girls who start to question the rules that bind them.
F MOSHER Mosher, Howard Frank. Points North: stories / St. Martin's Press, 2018
The final book by one of America's most treasured writers. Upon his passing in January 2017,
Howard Frank Mosher was recognized as one of America's most acclaimed writers. His fiction
set in the world of Vermont's fabled Northeast Kingdom chronicles the intertwining family
histories of the natives, wanderers, outcasts, and others who settled in this ethereal place. In
its obituary, The New York Times wrote, "Mr. Mosher's fictional Kingdom County, Vt., became
his New England version of Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha County." In Points North, completed just
weeks before his death, Mosher presents a brilliant, lovingly-evoked collection of stories that
center around the Kinneson family, ranging over decades of their history in the Kingdom. From

a loquacious itinerant preacher who beguiles the reticent farmers and shopkeepers of a small
New England town, to a proposed dam that threatens the river that Kinneson men have fished
for generations, the scandalous secret of a romance and its violent consequences, and a young
man's seemingly fruitless search for love-- Points North is a full-hearted, gently-comic, and
beautifully-written last gift to the readers who treasure Howard Frank Mosher.
F MOZLEY Mozley, Fiona. Elmet / Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, 2017
"Cathy and Daniel live in the remote woods of Yorkshire with their gentle brute of a father, a
former enforcer who now wants only to be left alone to raise his children. But when a powerful
landowner shows up on their doorstep, a chain of violent events is set in motion"-F PETERS Peters, Elizabeth. The painted queen / William Morrow, 2017
"Egypt, 1912. Amelia Peabody and her dashing archeologist husband, Radcliffe Emerson, are
once again in danger as they search for a priceless, stolen bust of legendary Queen Nefertiti
and Amelia finds herself the target of assassins in this long-awaited, eagerly anticipated final
installment of Elizabeth Peters's bestselling, beloved mystery series"-F PRESTON Preston, Douglas J. City of endless night: a Pendergast novel / Grand Central
Publishing, 2018
When Grace Ozmian, the beautiful and reckless daughter of a wealthy tech billionaire, first
goes missing, the NYPD assumes she has simply sped off on another wild adventure. Until the
young woman's body is discovered in an abandoned warehouse in Queens, the head nowhere to
be found. Lieutenant CDS Vincent D'Agosta quickly takes the lead. He knows his investigation
will attract fierce scrutiny, so D'Agosta is delighted when FBI Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast
shows up at the crime scene assigned to the case. "I feel rather like Brer Rabbit being thrown
into the briar patch," Pendergast tells D'Agosta, "because I have found you here, in charge. Just
like when we first met, back at the Museum of Natural History." But neither Pendergast nor
D'Agosta are prepared for what lies ahead. A diabolical presence is haunting the greater
metropolitan area, and Grace Ozmian was only the first of many victims to be murdered . . .
and decapitated. Worse still, there's something unique to the city itself that has attracted the
evil eye of the killer. As mass hysteria sets in, Pendergast and D'Agosta find themselves in the
crosshairs of an opponent who has threatened the very lifeblood of the city. It'll take all of
Pendergast's skill to unmask this most dangerous foe-let alone survive to tell the tale. -Provided by publisher.
F PRITCHETT Pritchett, Laura. The blue hour: a novel / Counterpoint, 2017
"The tight-knit residents of Blue Moon Mountain, nestled high in the Colorado Mountains, form
an interconnected community of those living off the land, stunned by the beauty and isolation
all around them. So when, at the onset of winter, the town veterinarian commits a violent act,
the repercussions of that tragedy will be felt all across the mountainside, upending their lives
and causing their paths to twist and collide in unexpected ways. The housecleaner
rediscovering her sexual appetite, the farrier who must take in his traumatized niece, the
grocer and her daughter, the therapist and the teacher, reaching out to the world in new and
surprising ways, and the ragged couple trapped in a cycle of addiction and violence. They will
all rise and converge upon the blue hour--the l'heure bleu--the hour of twilight, a time of
desire, lust, honesty. The strong, spirited people of Blue Moon Mountain must learn to navigate
the line between violence and sex, tenderness and the hard edge of yearning, and the often
confusing paths of mourning and lust."--

F QUINN Quinn, Kate. The Alice network / William Morrow, 2017
"It's 1947 and American college girl Charlie St. Clair is pregnant, unmarried, and on the verge of
being thrown out of her very proper family. She's also nursing a fervent belief that her beloved
French cousin Rose, who disappeared in Nazi-occupied France during the war, might still be
alive somewhere. So when Charlie's family banishes her to Europe to have her "little problem"
taken care of, Charlie breaks free and heads to London determined to find out what happened
to the cousin she loves like a sister. In 1915, Eve Gardiner burns to join the fight against the
Germans and unexpectedly gets her chance to serve when she's recruited to work as a spy for
the English. Sent into enemy-occupied France during The Great War, she's trained by the
mesmerizing Lili, the "Queen of Spies", who manages a vast network of secret agents, right
under the enemy's nose. Thirty years later, haunted by the betrayal that ultimately tore apart
the Alice Network, Eve spends her days drunk and secluded in her crumbling London house.
Until a young American barges in uttering a name Eve hasn't heard in decades, and launching
them both on a mission to find the truth ... no matter where it leads"-F ROBB ID 46 Robb, J. D. Dark in death / St. Martin's Press, 2018
"It was a stab in the dark. On a chilly February night, during a screening of Psycho in midtown,
someone sunk an ice pick into the back of Chanel Rylan's neck, then disappeared quietly into
the crowds of drunks and tourists in Times Square. To Chanel's best friend, who had just
slipped out of the theater for a moment to take a call, it felt as unreal as the ancient blackand-white movie up on the screen. But Chanel's blood ran red, and her death was anything but
fictional. Then, as Eve Dallas puzzles over a homicide that seems carefully planned and yet
oddly personal, she receives a tip from an unexpected source: an author of police thrillers who
recognizes the crime--from the pages of her own book. Dallas doesn't think it's coincidence,
since a recent strangulation of a sex worker resembles a scene from her writing as well. Cops
look for patterns of behavior: similar weapons, similar MOs. But this killer seems to find
inspiration in someone else's imagination, and if the theory holds, this may be only the second
of a long-running series. The good news is that Eve and her billionaire husband Roarke have an
excuse to curl up in front of the fireplace with their cat, Galahad, reading mystery stories for
research. The bad news is that time is running out before the next victim plays an unwitting
role in a murderer's deranged private drama -- and only Eve can put a stop to a creative
impulse gone horribly, destructively wrong."-F ROBBINS Robbins, Tom. Jitterbug perfume / Bantam, 1990
Follows the adventures of Priscilla, a genius waitress, Madame Devalier, the Queen of Good
Smells, cousins Claude and Marcel LeFever, and various other characters as they attempt to
master time and space in order to find a perfume which they believe holds the secret to
eternal life.
F ROTHFUSS Rothfuss, Patrick. The wise man's fear / DAW Books | Distributed by Penguin
Group, 2011
Kvothe takes his first steps on the path of the hero as he attempts to uncover the truth about
the mysterious Amyr, the Chandrian, and the death of his parents. Along the way, Kvothe is put
on trial by the legendary Adem mercenaries, forced to reclaim the honor of the Edema Ruh,
and travels into the Fae realm where he meets Felurian, the faerie woman no man can resist.

F RUTHFUSS Rothfuss, Pat. The name of the wind / DAW Books | Distributed by Penguin
Group, 2007
Kvothe spends his life fighting hidden and familiar foes while struggling to master his magical
powers and battle ancient evils that threaten his world.
F SATYAL Satyal, Rakesh. No one can pronounce my name: a novel / Picador, 2017
"In a suburb outside Cleveland, a community of Indian Americans has settled into lives that
straddle the divide between Eastern and Western cultures. For some, America is a bewildering
and alienating place where coworkers can't pronounce your name but will eagerly repeat the
Sanskrit phrases from their yoga class. Harit, a lonely Indian immigrant in his mid-forties, lives
with his mother who can no longer function after the death of Harit's sister, Swati. In a
misguided attempt to keep both himself and his mother sane, Harit has taken to dressing up in
a sari every night to pass himself off as his sister. Meanwhile, Ranjana, also an Indian
immigrant in her mid-forties, has just seen her only child, Prashant, off to college. Worried
that her husband has begun an affair, she seeks solace by writing paranormal romances in
secret. When Harit and Ranjana's paths cross, they begin a strange yet necessary friendship
that brings to light their own passions and fears"-F SHIMOTAKAHARA Shimotakahara, Leslie. After the bloom / Dundurn, 2017
"Rita Takemitsu is a newly single mother raising her daughter in 1980s Toronto. When her
mother, Lily, goes missing, Rita sets out to find her. In the course of her quest, Rita uncovers a
host of secrets surrounding her mother's internment at a camp in the California desert during
the Second World War and the truth about her mysterious father."-F STEEL Steel, Danielle. Fall from grace: a novel / Delacorte Press, 2018
"Sydney Wells's perfect life with her wealthy, devoted husband vanishes when he dies suddenly
in an accident. Widowed at forty-nine, she discovers he has failed to include her in his will.
With Andrew's vicious daughters in control of his estate, and no home or money, Sydney finds a
job in fashion, despite her own designer daughters' warnings. Naive, out of her element, and
alone in a world of shady international deals and dishonest people, she is set up by her boss
and finds herself faced with criminal prosecution. What happens when you lose everything?
Husband, safety, protection, money, and reputation gone, faced with prison, Sydney must
rebuild her life from the bottom to the top again, with honor, resourcefulness, and dignity.
Sydney finds herself, as well as courage and resilience. Taking life by the horns, she revives her
own career as a talented designer, from New York to Hong Kong, risking all in an exotic,
unfamiliar world. She is determined to forge a new life she can be proud of"-F TOLKIEN HIS 2 Tolkien, J. R. R. The book of lost tales: part II / Del Rey | Ballantine
Books, 1984
This second part of THE BOOK OF LOST TALES includes the tale of Beneren and Luthien, Turin
and the Dragon, Necklace of the Dwarves, and the Fall of Gondolin. Each tale is followed by a
commentary in the form of a short essay, together with the texts of associated poems, as well
as information on names and vocabulary in the earliest Elvish languages.
F VAUGHAN Vaughan, Sarah. Anatomy of a scandal / Emily Bestler Books/Atria, 2018
"Sophie's husband James is a loving father, a handsome man, a charismatic and successful
public figure. And yet he stands accused of a terrible crime. Sophie is convinced he is innocent
and desperate to protect her precious family from the lies that threaten to rip them apart.
Kate is the lawyer hired to prosecute the case: an experienced professional who knows that the

law is all about winning the argument. And yet Kate seeks the truth at all times. She is certain
James is guilty and is determined he will pay for his crimes. Who is right about James? Sophie
or Kate? And is either of them informed by anything more than instinct and personal
experience? Despite her privileged upbringing, Sophie is well aware that her beautiful life is
not inviolable. She has known it since she and James were first lovers, at Oxford, and she
witnessed how easily pleasure could tip into tragedy. Most people would prefer not to try to
understand what passes between a man and a woman when they are alone: alone in bed, alone
in an embrace, alone in an elevator. Or alone in the moonlit courtyard of an Oxford college,
where a girl once stood before a boy, heart pounding with excitement, then fear. Sophie never
understood why her tutorial partner Holly left Oxford so abruptly. What would she think if she
knew the truth?"-F WIGGS Wiggs, Susan. The apple orchard / Harlequin Mira, 2013
Set to inherit half of Bella Vista, a one hundred-acre apple orchard in a town called Archangel,
along with a half-sister she's never heard of, Tess Delaney, who makes a living restoring stolen
treasures to their rightful owners, discovers a world filled with the simple pleasures of food
and family.
F WOODS Woods, Stuart. Unbound / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2018
"Stone Barrington has wiggled his way out of some tricky situations before, but his latest
adversary might pose the biggest threat he's ever faced. This time, it will take every bit of his
shrewd cunning to come out on top." -- From Amazon.com.

NON-FICTION
005.7565 KOR Korol, Julitta. Microsoft Access 2016: programming by example with VBA,
XML, and ASP / Mercury Learning and Information, 2017
Provides exercises to reinforce the lessons, explains how to store data for further
manipulation, shows how to create and run queries against an Access database, and
demonstrates how to use macros and templates.
006.309 DOR Dormehl, Luke. Thinking machines: the quest for artificial intelligence--and
where it's taking us next / TarcherPerigee, 2017
"A fascinating look at Artificial Intelligence, from its humble Cold War beginnings to the
dazzling future that is just around the corner. When most of us think about Artificial
Intelligence, our minds go straight to cyborgs, robots, and sci-fi thrillers where machines take
over the world. But the truth is that Artificial Intelligence is already among us. It exists in our
smartphones, fitness trackers, and refrigerators that tell us when the milk will expire. In some
ways, the future people dreamed of at the World's Fair in the 1960s is already here. We're
teaching our machines how to think like humans, and they're learning at an incredible rate. In
Thinking Machines, technology journalist Luke Dormehl takes you through the history of AI and
how it makes up the foundations of the machines that think for us today. Furthermore,
Dormehl speculates on the incredible--and possibly terrifying--future that's much closer than
many would imagine. This remarkable book will invite you to marvel at what now seems
commonplace and to dream about a future in which the scope of humanity may need to widen
to include intelligent machines"--

133.4303 GUI Guiley, Rosemary. The encyclopedia of witches, witchcraft and wicca /
Facts On File, 2008
More than 480 entries identify famous witches, explains terms dealing with witchcraft, and
describes related churches and organizations.
155.2 STE Steinem, Gloria. Revolution from within: a book of self-esteem / Little, Brown
and Co., 1993
In a quest for a sense of inner contentment and self-worth, Gloria Steinem brings the reader on
a journey of investigation and discovery.
158.12 HAR Harris, Dan. Meditation for fidgety skeptics: a 10% happier how-to book /
Spiegel & Grau, 2018
ABC News anchor Dan Harris used to think that meditation was for people who collect crystals,
play Ultimate Frisbee, and use the word "namaste" without irony. After he had a panic attack
on live television, he went on a strange and circuitous journey that ultimately led him to
become one of meditation's most vocal public proponents. Here's what he's fixated on now:
Science suggests that meditation can lower blood pressure, mitigate depression and anxiety,
and literally rewire key parts of the brain. Millions of people want to meditate but aren't
actually practicing. What's holding them back? Harris and his friend Jeff Warren, a "Meditation
MacGyver," embark on a cross-country quest to tackle the myths, misconceptions, and selfdeceptions that stop people from meditating. They rent a rock-star tour bus (whose previous
occupants were Parliament Funkadelic) and travel across eighteen states, talking to scores of
would-be meditators, including parents, military cadets, police officers, and even a few
celebrities. They create a taxonomy of the most common issues ("I suck at this," "I don't have
the time," etc.) and offer up science-based life hacks to help people overcome them. Amid it
all unspools the strange and hilarious story of what happens when a congenitally sarcastic,
type-A journalist and a groovy Canadian mystic embark on an epic road trip into America's
neurotic underbelly, as well as their own.
193 NIE Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm. Basic writings of Nietzsche / Modern Library, 1968
One hundred years after his death, Friedrich Nietzsche remains the most influential philosopher
of the modern era. Basic Writings of Nietzsche gathers the complete texts of five of Nietzsche’s
most important works, from his first book to his last: The Birth of Tragedy, Beyond Good and
Evil, On the Genealogy of Morals, The Case of Wagner, and Ecce Homo. Edited and translated
by the great Nietzsche scholar Walter Kaufmann, this volume also features seventy-five
aphorisms, selections from Nietzsche’s correspondence, and variants from drafts for Ecce
Homo. It is a definitive guide to the full range of Nietzsche’s thought.
200.973 SAV Savage, Michael. God, faith, and reason / Center Street, 2017
But rather than a dry, theological treatise, Savage provides something more akin to an ancient
mystery text. Drawing on Christian, Jewish, Buddhist and other spiritual sources, as well as
autobiographical material and highlights from his radio show, Savage shares a series of glimpses
of God he has experienced over the whole of his life, before and after his groundbreaking radio
career. Moving childhood stories, his dinner with an atheist and a Buddhist, an interview with a
Jewish gangster and Savage's reflections on selected passages from ancient scriptures are just a
few of the eclectic group of experiences and insights Savage shares in what is easily the most
unique book on spirituality in decades. From his days as a boy growing up in New York City to
many years searching for healing plants in the South Seas to his current incarnation as one of
the most popular talk radio hosts in the world, Savage has been haunted by glimpses of the

divine and struggled to find their meaning. Rather than trite, orthodox answers, GOD, FAITH,
AND REASON presents the reader with one man's perceptions and consideration of the daily
presence of God in the world around us and how the search to find God is the finding itself.
305.2609 LEL Leland, John. Happiness is a choice you make: lessons from a year among
the oldest old / Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2018
In 2015, Leland set out to meet members of America's fastest-growing age group: 85 and up. He
anticipated learning of challenges, of loneliness, and of the deterioration of body, mind, and
quality of life. But the elders he met lived with a surprising lightness and contentment,
revealing the late stages of life as unexpectedly rich and the elderly as incomparably wise.
Here are reflections on how to "live better"-- from those who have mastered the art.
305.8009 ELS Else, Jon. True south: Henry Hampton and Eyes on the prize, the landmark
television series that reframed the civil rights movement / Viking, 2017
"In January 1987, people across America were riveted by a startling new television series about
the civil rights era. Moving beyond telegenic black leaders and white politicians, Eyes on the
Prize introduced ordinary people--mostly African American, few well known--who risked it all
to stand up and fight for their rights and for justice. Henry Hampton and his producers shifted
the focus from victimization to strength, from white saviors to black courage. They recovered
the lost names and images--Selma and Montgomery, Emmett Till and Little Rock, pickets and
fire hoses, ballot boxes and mass meetings. Jon Else was the series producer for Eyes on the
Prize, and his compelling book captures the tumultuous creation process behind what became
one of the most important TV shows in history. Like Hampton and other key staffers, Else was
himself a veteran of the movement, and the book braids together tales from their own
experiences as civil rights workers in the South in the 1960s as well as documentary makers in
the 1980s. It's a story where many themes cross: the challenges to perfect a new telling of
African American history, the complex mechanics of making documentaries, the rise of social
justice films, and the politics of television and funding for a controversial topic. Else explains
how Hampton was not afraid to show the movement's raw realities: conflicts between secular
and religious leaders, the shift toward black power, electoral politics, rebellion, and selfdefense. It is all on the screen, and the fight to get it all into the films seemed at times almost
as ferocious as the history being depicted. True South honors how this eloquent, plainspoken
series changed the way social history is told, taught, and remembered today; the way
nonfiction film is made; and the way we think about the legacies of those eventful years."-Jacket.
324.973 LEW Lewandowski, Corey R. Let Trump be Trump: the inside story of his rise to
the presidency / Center Street, 2017
Two of Trump's closest campaign advisors present an eyewitness account of the stories behind
the headlines. From the Access Hollywood recording and the Clinton accusers, to Paul
Manafort, to the last-moment comeback and victory, they pull back the curtain on a drama
that has mesmerized the whole world -- including the palace intrigues of the Mooch, Spicer,
Priebus, Bannon, and more.
331.398 BRU Bruder, Jessica. Nomadland: surviving America in the twenty-first century /
W. W. Norton & Company, 2017
"From the beet fields of North Dakota to the National Forest campgrounds of California to
Amazon's CamperForce program in Texas, employers have discovered a new, low-cost labor
pool, made up largely of transient older Americans. Finding that social security comes up short,

often underwater on mortgages, these invisible casualties of the Great Recession have taken to
the road by the tens of thousands in late-model RVs, travel trailers, and vans, forming a
growing community of nomads: migrant laborers who call themselves "workampers." In a
secondhand vehicle she christens "Van Halen," Jessica Bruder hits the road to get to know her
subjects more intimately. Accompanying her irrepressible protagonist, Linda May, and others,
from campground toilet cleaning to warehouse product scanning to desert reunions, then
moving on to the dangerous work of beet harvesting, Bruder tells a compelling, eye-opening
tale of the dark underbelly of the American economy--one that foreshadows the precarious
future that may await many more of us. At the same time, she celebrates the exceptional
resilience and creativity of these quintessential Americans who have given up ordinary
rootedness to survive. Like Linda May, who dreams of finding land on which to build her own
sustainable "Earthship" home, they have not given up hope."--Jacket flap
332.024 MEC Mecham, Jesse. You need a budget: the proven system for breaking the
paycheck-to-paycheck cycle, getting out of debt, and living the life you want /
HarperBusiness, 2017
A guide based on the tenets of the award-winning financial platform, "You Need a Budget,"
argues that a well-planned budget does not involve deprivation and counsels readers on how to
prioritize financial goals, reduce stress through strategic cash flow allocations and meet the
challenges of unplanned expenses.
362.88 BAU Bauer, Wolfgang. Stolen girls: survivors of Boko Haram tell their story / The
New Press, 2017
"One night in April 2014, members of the terrorist organization Boko Haram raided the small
town of Chibok in northeast Nigeria and abducted 276 young girls from the local boarding
school. The event caused massive international outrage. Using the hashtag "Bring Back Our
Girls," politicians, activists, and celebrities from all around the world--among them First Lady
Michelle Obama and Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai--protested. Some of the girls
were able to escape and award-winning journalist Wolfgang Bauer spent several weeks with
them as they recounted their ordeal. In Stolen Girls, he gives voice to these girls, allowing
them to speak for themselves--about their lives before the abduction, the horrors during their
captivity, and their dreams of a better future. Bauer's reportage is complemented by over a
dozen stunning portraits by award-winning photographer Andy Spyra. Bauer also examines the
historical and political background of the Islamist terror in the heart of Africa, showing how
Boko Haram works and describing the damage it has done to the fragile balance of ethnicities
and cultures in one of the world's most diverse regions. His book tells a story of violence, fear,
and uncertainty; it is also a story of hope, strength, and courage." -- Publisher's description.
364.1523 COR Cornwell, Patricia Daniels. Ripper: the secret life of Walter Sickert /
Thomas & Mercer, 2017
"From New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell comes Ripper: The Secret Life of
Walter Sickert, a comprehensive and intriguing exposé of one of the world’s most chilling cases
of serial murder—and the police force that failed to solve it. Vain and charismatic Walter
Sickert made a name for himself as a painter in Victorian London. But the ghoulish nature of his
art, as well as extensive evidence, points to another name, one that’s left its bloody mark on
the pages of history: Jack the Ripper. Cornwell has collected never-before-seen archival
materials including a rare mortuary photo, personal correspondence and a will with a
mysterious autopsy clause, and applied cutting-edge forensic science to open an old crime to
new scrutiny.

Incorporating material from Portrait of a Killer: Jack the Ripper--Case Closed, this new edition
has been revised and expanded to include eight new chapters, detailed maps and hundreds of
images that bring the sinister case to life."
364.1523 DAW Dawson, Kate Winkler. Death in the air: the true story of a serial killer, the
great London smog, and the strangling of a city / Hachette Books, 2017
In winter 1952, London automobiles and thousands of coal-burning hearths belched particulate
matter into the air. But the smog that descended on December 5th of 1952 was different; it
was a type that held the city hostage for five long days. Mass transit ground to a halt, criminals
roamed the streets, and 12,000 people died. That same month, there was another killer at
large in London: John Reginald Christie, who murdered at least six women. In a braided
narrative that draws on extensive interviews, never-before-published material, and archival
research, Dawson captivatingly recounts the intersecting stories of the these two killers and
their longstanding impact on modern history.
398.2089 ANN The annotated African American folktales / Liveright Publishing
Corporation, 2018
A treasury of dozens of African-American folktales discusses their role in a broader cultural
heritage, sharing such classics as the Brer Rabbit stories, the African trickster Anansi, and tales
from the late nineteenth-century's "Southern Workman."
591.5 KID Kidman Cox, Rosamund. Unforgettable behavior / Firefly Books, 2017
"A collection of photographs of unforgettable moments in animal behaviour. All the pictures in
this collection have received accolades in past Wildlife Photographer of the Year competitions.
Some photos are famous, others not quite, but all have stories, whether of the moment itself
or the fascinating lifestyles that are the background to the behaviour being shown."-610.3 BLA Black's medical dictionary / Bloomsbury Information, an imprint of Bloomsbury
Publishing Plc., 2017
"Black's Medical Dictionary has been the best-selling medical dictionary for over 100 years. It is
invaluable as a home reference and for all who need clear explanation of medical terms:
nurses, health care professionals and students, health service management, actuaries, lawyers
and journalists. It contains over 5000 definitions and descriptions of medical terms and
concepts with over 1000 diagrams, drawings and colour illustrations. It also provides helpful
appendices on common medical tests and procedures, travel and health, measurements in
medicine, health economics, complementary and alternative medicine, and an address list of
support professional organisations"
612 CAR Carney, Scott. What doesn't kill us: how freezing water, extreme altitude, and
environmental conditioning will renew our lost evolutionary strength / Rodale, Inc., 2017
"Our ancestors crossed deserts, mountains, and oceans without even a whisper of what anyone
today might consider modern technology. Those feats of endurance now seem impossible in an
age where we take comfort for granted. But what if we could regain some of our lost
evolutionary strength by simulating the environmental conditions of our forebears?
Investigative journalist and anthropologist Scott Carney takes up the challenge to find out: Can
we hack our bodies and use the environment to stimulate our inner biology? Helping him in his
search for the answers is Dutch fitness guru Wim Hof, whose ability to control his body
temperature in extreme cold has sparked a whirlwind of scientific study. Carney also enlists
input from an Army scientist, a world-famous surfer, the founders of an obstacle course race

movement, and ordinary people who have documented how they have cured autoimmune
diseases, lost weight, and reversed diabetes. In the process, he chronicles his own
transformational journey as he pushes his body and mind to the edge of endurance, a quest
that culminates in a record-bending, 28-hour climb to the snowy peak of Mt. Kilimanjaro
wearing nothing but a pair of running shorts and sneakers. An ambitious blend of investigative
reporting and participatory journalism, What Doesn't Kill Us explores the true connection
between the mind and the body and reveals the science that allows us to push past our
perceived limitations."
612.82 MAS Masley, Steven. The better brain solution: how to start now--at any age--to
reverse and prevent insulin resistance of the brain, sharpen cognitive function, and avoid
memory loss / Knopf, 2018
Masley offers a program that, in the fight against diabetes, memory loss, and cognitive decline,
can reverse insulin resistance, enhance cognitive performance, and stop cognitive decline
before it is too late. He gives readers the tools to prevent and reverse this metabolic syndrome
and to achieve normal blood sugar levels (below 95 mg/dL).
616.8521 SMI Smith, Tom. Facing PTSD: a combat veteran learns to live with the disorder
/ Aerial Approach, 2012
This book is an autoethnography, the personal experience of a combat veteran who comes
home a changed person. As the symptoms of PTSD grow stronger, he is forced to first face,
then learn to live with the disorder.
641.22 CHI Chilton, Richard L. Adventures with old vines: a beginner's guide to being a
wine connoisseur / Rowman & Littlefield, 2017
"Adventures with Old Vines offers an engaging and knowledgeable guide to demystify wine for
novice enthusiasts. Richard Chilton provides detailed information about buying and storing
wine, how to read a wine list, the role of the sommelier, wine fraud, how wine is really made,
and how weather patterns can influence the quality of a vintage. A vineyard owner and lifelong
wine lover, the author encourages readers to discover wine by tasting, taking notes, and
tasting again. The book also includes a richly illustrated, full-color reference section on a
select group of vineyards from all over the world, describing their history, winemaking
philosophy, terroir, and top vintages-what Chilton calls benchmark wines. The characteristics
of these memorable wines provide the essential starting point to understand what to look for
when evaluating any wine. Equipped with this easy-to-read reference, readers will have all the
tools they need to begin their own wine journey."-641.5092 PRU Prud'homme, Alex. France is a feast: the photographic journey of Paul and
Julia Child / Thames & Hudson, 2017
Through intimate and compelling photographs taken by her husband Paul Child, a gifted
photographer, France is a Feast documents how Julia Child first discovered French cooking and
the French way of life. Paul and Julia moved to Paris in 1948 where he was cultural attaché for
the US Information Service, and in this role he met Henri Cartier-Bresson, Robert Capa, Brassai,
and other leading lights of the photography world. As Julia recalled: "Paris was wonderfully
walkable, and it was a natural subject for Paul." Their wanderings through the French capital
and countryside, frequently photographed by Paul, would help lead to the classic Mastering the
Art of French Cooking, and Julia's brilliant and celebrated career in books and on television.
Though Paul was an accomplished photographer (his work is in the collection of the Museum of
Modern Art), his photographs remained out of the public eye until the publication of Julia's

memoir, My Life in France, in which several of his images were included. Now, with more than
200 of Paul's photographs and personal stories recounted by his great-nephew Alex
Prud'homme, France is a Feast not only captures this magical period in Paul and Julia's lives,
but also brings to light Paul Child's own remarkable photographic achievement.
641.555 DRU Drummond, Ree. The pioneer woman cooks: come and get it!: simple,
scrumptious recipes for crazy busy lives / William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2017
“For home cooks, nothing beats preparing a long, leisurely dinner for your family, stirring
slowly, seasoning gradually, and savoring every flavorful step. Screeeeeech! Reality check!
Okay, let's face it: With school, sports, work, obligations, and activities pulling us in a million
directions, not many of us can spend that amount of time in the kitchen anymore! What we
really need are simple, scrumptious, doable recipes that solve the challenge of serving up
hearty, satisfying food (that tastes amazing!) day after day, week after week without falling
into a rut and relying on the same old rotation of meals. Cooking should be fun, rewarding, and
it definitely should feed your soul (and feed the people in your household in the process)!”
641.5918 COM The complete Mediterranean cookbook: 500 vibrant, kitchen-tested recipes
for living and eating well every day / America's Test Kitchen, 2016
"This thorough yet user-friendly book brings the Mediterranean into the American home
kitchen, with 500 amazingly flavorful yet surprisingly approachable recipes for everyday
cooking"--Amazon.com.
641.5954 PIT Pitre, Urvashi. Indian Instant Pot Cookbook: traditional Indian dishes made
easy & fast / Rockridge Press, 2017
"It’s tempting to dine out when you think about the intricacies involved in making traditional
dals and curries. But Indian Instant Pot Cookbook combines the technique of pressure-cooking
with classic Indian foods to give families an easier (and healthier) way of preparing authentic
Indian meals. Join Urvashi Pitre, who is best known as the “Butter Chicken Lady,” as she shares
the how-to’s of creating delicious Indian dishes of all types in Indian Instant Pot Cookbook.
Indian Instant Pot Cookbook offers: 50 Easy, Authentic Recipes that are ready in 60 min or less
and require minimal ingredients; Tried and Tested Guidance from Indian cuisine experts and
Instant Pot pros alike; Useful Tips for substituting ingredients and stocking your kitchen with
the right tools and spices"
641.5974 JEN Jennings, Matthew. Homegrown / Artisan, a division of Workman Publishing
Co., Inc., 2017
In his debut cookbook, chef Matt Jennings honors the iconic foods of his heritage and
celebrates the fresh ingredients that have come to define his renowned, inventive approach to
cooking. With four James Beard Award nominations for Best Chef: Northeast, three Cochon 555
wins, and a spot on Food & Wine’s 40 Big Food Thinkers 40 and Under list, Jennings is a culinary
innovator known for his unexpected uses of traditional northern ingredients (maple syrup
glazes a roasted duck; a molasses and cider barbecue sauce makes the perfect accompaniment
to grilled chicken wings; carbonara takes on a northern slant with the addition of razor clams).
With over 100 vibrant, ingredient-driven recipes, including modern spins on New England
staples like clam chowder, brown bread, and Boston cream whoopee pies, as well as beloved
dishes from Jennings’s award-winning restaurant, Townsman, Homegrown shines a spotlight on
a trailblazing chef and pays homage to America’s oldest cuisine.

641.6565 NGU Nguyen, Andrea Quynhgiao. Asian tofu: discover the best, make your own,
and cook it at home / Ten Speed Press, 2012
"A guide to making and cooking tofu, with nearly 100 horizon-expanding recipes from one of
the country's leading voices on Asian cuisine"--Provided by publisher.
641.813 VOL Volger, Lukas. Bowl: vegetarian recipes for ramen, pho, bibimbap,
dumplings, and other one-dish meals / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2016
"Flavorful vegetarian versions of America's favorite one-dish meals: ramen, pho, bibimbap,
dumplings, and burrito bowls. A restorative bowl of vegetarian ramen sent Lukas Volger on a
quest to capture the full flavor of all the one-bowl meals that are the rage today--but in
vegetarian form. With the bowl as organizer, the possibilities for improvisational meals full of
seasonal produce and herbs are nearly endless. Volger's ramen explorations led him from a
simple bowl of miso ramen to a glorious summer ramen with corn broth, tomatoes, and basil.
From there, he went on to the Vietnamese noodle soup pho, with combinations like
caramelized spring onions, peas, and baby bok choy. His edamame dumplings with mint are
served in soup or over salad, while spicy carrot dumplings appear over toasted quinoa and kale
for a rounded dinner. Imaginative grain bowls range from ratatouille polenta to black rice
burrito with avocado. And unlike their meatier counterparts, these dishes can be made in little
time and without great expense. Volger also includes many tips, techniques, and indispensable
base recipes perfected over years of cooking, including broths, handmade noodles, sauces, and
garnishes. "-648 KON Kondo, Marie. The life-changing magic of tidying up: the Japanese art of
decluttering and organizing / Ten Speed Press, 2014
This best-selling guide to decluttering your home from Japanese cleaning consultant Marie
Kondo takes readers step-by-step through her revolutionary KonMari Method for simplifying,
organizing, and storing.
741.5973 BEN Bennett, Marguerite. DC Comics Bombshells / DC Comics, 2016
"Based on the hit DC Collectibles product line! As World War II rages across Europe, the Allied
forces issue a call to arms for the greatest heroines the world has ever known! With an old
villain arising from beyond the grave, Wonder Woman, Batwoman, Kara Starikov, Kortni
Duginova and Mera must aid the Allied forces while at home, a brave group of Batgirls must
defend the homeland! The incredibly popular DC Collectibles line is brought to life in these
stories that reimagine the course of history! From writer Marguerite Bennett (BATGIRL, EARTH
2: WORLD'S END) and featuring artists including Marguerite Sauvage (HINTERKIND), Laura Braga
(Witchblade) and Mirka Andolfo (Chaos) comes DC COMICS: BOMBSHELLS VOL. 2 collects #7-12"741.5973 THO Thompson, Jill. Wonder Woman: the true Amazon / DC Comics, 2017
In this unique and original take on the origin of Wonder Woman, writer and artist Jill Thompson
shares a Princess Diana unlike any we've seen before. As a child, she is spoiled and free to
exert her will without restraint -- until her selfishness leads to tragic results. Before she can
become a hero, she will first have to find redemption. Legend comes to life in a way only this
multiple Eisner Award-winning artist could imagine.

796.522 TAB Tabor, James M. Forever on the mountain: the truth behind one of
mountaineering's most controversial and mysterious disasters / W. W. Norton, 2007
In July 1967, seven young men--members of Joe Wilcox's twelve-man expedition--died on Mt.
McKinley, North America's highest peak, stranded at 20,000 feet during a vicious Arctic storm.
Ten days passed with no rescue attempt; the bodies were never recovered. And, for reasons
that have remained cloudy, there was no proper official investigation. This book begins as a
classic tale of men against nature, gambling--and losing--on one of the world's starkest and
stormiest peaks. In lives lost, it was then history's third-worst mountaineering disaster--but
elements of finger-pointing, incompetence, and coverup make this disaster unlike any other.
Author Tabor draws on previously untapped sources, and consults not only mountaineers but
also experts in disciplines including meteorology, forensics, and psychology. What results is the
first full account of the tragedy that ended a golden age in mountaineering.--From publisher
description.
917.1354 CAN Counter, Rosemary. Fodor's Toronto: with Niagara Falls & the Niagara wine
region / Fodor's Travel, 2017
921 ABRAMOVIC Abramovic, Marina. Walk through walls: a memoir / Crown Archetype, an
imprint of the Crown Publishing Group, 2016
The child of Communist war-hero parents under Tito's regime in postwar Yugoslavia, Marina
Abramovic was raised with a relentless work ethic. Even as she was beginning to build an
international artistic career, she lived at home under her mother's abusive control, strictly
obeying a 10 p.m. curfew. But nothing could quell her insatiable curiosity, her desire to
connect with people, or her distinctly Balkan sense of humor -- all of which informs her art and
her life. Marina's story, by turns moving, epic, and dryly funny, is a vivid and powerful
rendering of the unparalleled life of an extraordinary artist-921 BECHDEL Bechdel, Alison. Are you my mother?: a comic drama / Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt 2012
Bechdel's mother was a voracious reader, a music lover, and a passionate amateur actor. But
she was also unhappily married to a closeted gay man. She stopped touching or kissing her
daughter goodnight when Alison was seven. Now, Bechdel examines the mother-daughter gulf,
which influenced most of her life up to the day they settled on a truce.
921 BECHDEL Bechdel, Alison. Fun home: a family tragicomic / Houghton Mifflin264:
2007
This book takes its place alongside the unnerving, memorable, darkly funny family memoirs of
Augusten Burroughs and Mary Karr. It's a father-daughter tale perfectly suited to the graphic
memoir form. Meet Alison's father, a historic preservation expert and obsessive restorer of the
family's Victorian house, a third-generation funeral home director, a high school English
teacher, an icily distant parent, and a closeted homosexual who, as it turns out, is involved
with male students and a family babysitter. Through narrative that is alternately heartbreaking
and fiercely funny, we are drawn into a daughter's complex yearning for her father. And yet,
apart from assigned stints dusting caskets at the family-owned 'fun home,' as Alison and her
brothers call it, the relationship achieves its most intimate expression through the shared code
of books. When Alison comes out as homosexual herself in late adolescence, the denouement is
swift, graphic, and redemptive.--From publisher description.

921 HADDISH Haddish, Tiffany. The last black unicorn / Gallery Books, 2017
"From stand-up comedian and actress Tiffany Haddish comes The Last Black Unicorn, a
hilarious, edgy, and heart-wrenching collection of autobiographical essays that will leave you
laughing through tears. Tiffany Haddish grew up in one of the poorest parts of South Central
Los Angeles. Her mother wound up with a debilitating brain injury after surviving a car
accident. Tiffany never fit in anywhere: not in the households she rotated through in the foster
care system, and certainly not the nearly all white high school she had to ride the bus an hour
to attend. As an illiterate ninth grader, Tiffany did everything she could to survive. After a
multitude of jobs, she finally realized that she had talent in an area she never would have
suspected: comedy. Tiffany faced the 'routine' hindrances of climbing the entertainment
business ladder--but had the added obstacles of sex, race, and class in her way. But she got
there. She's humble, grateful, down to earth, and funny as hell. She still cleans the toilet the
way she was shown by a foster mom who worked as a maid, and she still rolls her joints the
way one of her foster dads taught her. Tiffany can't avoid being funny: it's just who she is. But
The Last Black Unicorn is so much more than a side-splittingly hilarious collection of essays--it's
a memoir of the struggles of one woman who came from nothing and nowhere. A woman who
was able to achieve her dreams by reveling in her pain and awkwardness, showing the world
who she really is, and inspiring others through the power of laughter"-- |
921 HINCHLIFF Hinchliff, Nancy R. Operatic divas and naked Irishmen: an innkeeper's tale
/ She Writes Press, 2017
In 1994, at the age of 64 with no business experience and very little start-up money, Nancy
Hinchliff buys a turn-of-the-century mansion in Louisville, Kentucky and turns it into a
charming Victorian Inn. Through sheer tenacity, she learns the business while successfully
coping with one mishap after another. An admittedly asocial retired school teacher, she
reinvents herself as an Inn keeper. The reader is drawn into this humorous and engaging tale as
the author wields her way around cantankerous contractors, harrowing housekeepers, and no
shortage of strange and interesting guests and events. Through her collected stories, Hinchliff
gives readers a personal, in-depth, and honest look at what it’s like to be an inn keeper as she
candidly describes her twenty-year journey of self-discovery.
921 HITLER Hitler, Adolf. Mein Kampf / Houghton Mifflin, 2001
In 1922, just four years after the war to end all wars, an unknown Austrian then living in
Bavaria planned a pamphlet to be called Settling Accounts. In it he intended to attack the
ineffectiveness of the dominant political parties in Germany which were opposed to the new
National Socialists (Nazis). In November 1923, Adolf Hitler was jailed for the abortive Munich
Beer Hall putsch along with men willing and able to assist him with his writing. With the help of
these collaborators, chief among them Rudolf Hess, the pamphlet became a book. Settling
Accounts became Mein Kampf, an unparalleled example of muddled economics and history,
appalling bigotry, and an intense self-glorification of Adolf Hitler as the true founder and
builder of the National Socialist movement. It was written in hate and it contained a blueprint
for violent bloodshed. When Mein Kampf was published in 1925, it was a failure. In 1926 a
second volume appeared. It was no more successful than the first. People either laughed at it
or ignored it. They were wrong to do so. As Hitler's power increased, pressure was put on all
party members to buy the book. Gradually this pressure was extended to all elements of the
German population. Soon Mein Kampf was even being passed out to newlywed couples as a gift.
Ironically, and frighteningly, by the time Hitler came to power on January 30, 1933, what has
been considered by many to be the most satanic book ever written was running neck and neck
with the Bible at the top of the German bestseller lists. In his excellent introduction to this

definitive American translation of Mein Kampf, Konrad Heiden writes: "For years Mein Kampf
stood as proof of the blindness and complacency of the world. For in its pages Hitler announced
-- long before he came to power -- a program of blood and terror in a self-revelation of such
overwhelming frankness that few among its readers had the courage to believe it ... That such
a man could go so far toward realizing his ambitions, and -- above all -- could find millions of
willing tools and helpers; that is a phenomenon the world will ponder for centuries to come."
921 KHALAF Khalaf, Farida. The girl who escaped ISIS: this is my story / Atria Books, 2016
"A rare and riveting first-hand account of the terror and torture inflicted by ISIS on young Iraqi
Yazidi women, and an inspiring personal story of bravery and resilience in the face of
unspeakable horrors. In the early summer of 2014, Farida Khalaf was a typical Yazidi teenager
living with her parents and three brothers in her village in the mountains of Northern Iraq. In
one horrific day, she lost everything: ISIS invaded her village, destroyed her family, and sold
her into sexual slavery. The Girl Who Escaped ISIS is her incredible account of captivity and
describes how she defied the odds and escaped a life of torture, in order to share her story
with the world. Devastating and inspiring, this is an astonishing, intimate account of courage
and hope in the face of appalling violence"--Provided by publisher.
921 LANIER Lanier, Jaron. Dawn of the new everything: encounters with reality and
virtual reality / Henry Holt and Company, 2017
The Microsoft interdisciplinary scientist largely credited with popularizing virtual reality
reflects on his lifelong relationship with technology, showing VR's ability to illuminate and
amplify our understanding of our species and how the brain and body connect to the world. By
the author of You Are Not a Gadget. --Publisher
921 NICKS Davis, Stephen. Gold dust woman: a biography of Stevie Nicks / St. Martin's
Press, 2017
An in-depth portrait of the classic rock artist includes coverage of such topics as her role in the
stardom of Fleetwood Mac, the affairs that inspired her greatest songs, her struggles with
addiction and her successful solo career. By the author of Hammer of the Gods.
921 OBAMA Obama, Barack. Dreams from my father: a story of race and inheritance /
Crown Publishers, 2004
Barack Obama tells the story of his life as the son of a black African father and a white
American mother, searching for a workable meaning to his life as an African American.
921 THOMPSON Thompson, Hunter S. The kingdom of fear: loathsome secrets of a starcrossed child in the final days of the American century / Simon & Schuster, 2003
In this collection of twisted parables and outlaw adventures, Thompson writes about his early
run-ins with agents of authority and the lessons learned; his stint in the Air Force and the
beginning of his journalism career; his unsuccessful, though illuminating, bid for Sheriff of
Aspen, Colorado in 1970 as the Freak Power candidate; the casualties and unintended
consequences thus far in the War on Terror; and numerous examples of present-day injustice
and hypocrisy--all with his characteristic mix of brutal frankness laced with humor.
972.8 FOS Foster, Lynn V. A brief history of Central America / Facts on File, 2007
An exploration of the region spanning three thousand years of civilization and focusing on key
events and broad cultural patterns examines the challenges facing Belize, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama.

973.933 WOL Wolff, Michael. Fire and fury: inside the Trump White House / Henry Holt
and Company, 2018
"Thanks to his deep access to the West Wing, Michael Wolff tells the story of the stormy first
nine months of Donald Trump's term as President. Among the revelations: What President
Trump's staff really thinks of him -- What inspired Trump to claim he was wire-tapped by
President Obama -- Why FBI director James Comey was really fired -- Why chief strategist Steve
Bannon and Trump's son-in-law Jared Kushner couldn't be in the same room -- Who is really
directing the Trump administration's strategy in the wake of Bannon's firing -- What the secret
to communicating with Trump is -- What the Trump administration has in common with the
movie The Producers. Never before has a presidency so divided the American people. Brilliantly
reported and astoundingly fresh, Michael Wolff's Fire and Fury shows us how and why Donald
Trump has become the king of discord and disunion."
974.7104 GOP Gopnik, Adam. At the strangers' gate: arrivals in New York / Knopf, 2017
"From The New York Times best-selling author of Paris to the Moon and beloved New Yorker
writer, a memoir that captures the romance of New York City in the 1980s. When Adam Gopnik
and his soon-to-be-wife, Martha, left the comforts of home in Montreal for New York, the city
then, much like today, was a pilgrimage site for the young, the arty, and the ambitious. But it
was also becoming a city of greed, where both life's consolations and its necessities were
increasingly going to the highest bidder. At the Stranger's Gate builds a portrait of this
particular moment in New York through the story of this couple's journey--from their excited
arrival as aspiring artists to their eventual growth into a New York family. Gopnik transports us
to his tiny basement room on the Upper East Side, and later to SoHo, where he captures a
unicorn: an affordable New York loft. He takes us through his professional meanderings, from
graduate student-cum-library-clerk to the corridors of Conde Nast and the galleries of MoMA.
Between tender and humorous reminiscences, including affectionate portraits of Richard
Avedon, Robert Hughes, and Jeff Koons, among many others, Gopnik discusses the ethics of
ambition, the economy of creative capital, and the peculiar anthropology of art and aspiration
in New York, then and now"—
VT COL 974.3 MIL Miller, Peter. Vanishing Vermonters: loss of a rural culture / Silver Print
Press, 2017
Documentary photos and text on the people of Vermont.
VT COLL 352.96 ESS Village of Essex Junction comprehensive plan / Board of Trustees,
2008
2008 Comprehensive plan for the Village of Essex Junction
VT COLL 362.29 SHA Shattuck, Gary G. Green mountain opium eaters: a history of early
addiction in Vermont / HISTORY PRESS, 2017
The green mountains, lush valleys and riotous fall colors of idyllic nineteenth-century Vermont
masked a sinister underbelly. By 1900, the state was in the throes of a widespread opium
epidemic that saw more than 3.3 million doses of the drug being distributed to inhabitants
each and every month. Decades of infighting within the medical profession, complicit doctors
and druggists, unrestricted access to opium and bogus patent medicines all contributed to the
problem. Those conflicts were compounded by a hands-off legislature focused on prohibiting
the consumption of alcohol. Historian Gary G. Shattuck traces this unusual aspect of Vermont's
past.

VT COLL 917.43 ESS 2015 draft 2016 Essex town plan
Town plan for the Town of Essex 2016
VT REF 346.743 VER 2018 Vermont family law / Equity Publishing, 1992
Selected provisions relating to the practice of family law in Vermont. Includes the full text of
the Vermont rules for family proceedings.

LARGE PRINT
LP COES Coes, Ben. Trap the devil / Center Point Large Print, 2017
"A group of some of the most powerful people in the government, the military, and the private
sector, has begun a brutal plan to quietly take over the U.S. government. Standing in their way
is one woman, running for her life, who knows the truth, and Dewey Andrews, the one person
who can stop them."-LP GABALDON Gabaldon, Diana. Seven stones to stand or fall: a collection of Outlander
fiction / Center Point Large Print, 2017
"A collection of seven short stories set in the Outlander universe, never before published
together, including two original stories and featuring beloved character Jamie Fraser, Lord
John Grey, Master Raymond, and many more"-LP SPINDLER Spindler, Erica. The other girl / Center Point Large Print, 2017
"The ritualistic murder of a college professor sends a small town cop back into the trauma she
thought she'd put behind her."--

AUDIO-VISUAL
CD 204 LAM Lamott, Anne. Stitches / a handbook of meaning, hope and repair / Penguin
Audio, 2013
Shares advice about how to make sense of chaotic experiences, providing recommendations for
restoring peace while balancing emotional, spiritual, and interpersonal aspects of everyday
life.
CD 323.092 KIN King, Martin Luther. A call to conscience: the landmark speeches of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. / Intellectual Properties Management, Inc. in association with
Warner Books, 2001
Introduction (written and read by Andrew Young) -- The address to the first Montgomery
Improvement Association (MIA) mass meeting (introduction written by Rosa Louise Parks and
read by Mrs. Coretta Scott King) -- The birth of a new nation (introduction written and read by
Reverend Leon H. Sullivan) -- Give us the ballot (introduction written and read by the
Honorable Walter E. Fauntroy) -- Address at the Freedom Hall rally in Cobo Hall (Introduction
written by Aretha and Erma Franklin and read by Yolanda King) -- I have a dream (introduction
written and read by Dr. Dorothy I. Height) -- Eulogy for the young victims of the Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church bombing (introduction written and read by the Reverend Fred
Shuttlesworth) -- Acceptance address for the Nobel Peace Prize (introduction written by His
Holiness the Dalai Lama and read by Representative John Lewis) -- Beyond Vietnam
(introduction written and read by Ambassador George McGovern) -- Where do we go from here?

(introduction written and read by Senator Edward M. Kennedy) -- I've been to the mountaintop
(introduction written and read by Andrew Young).
CD 398.352 EST Estes, Clarissa Pinkola. The dangerous old woman: myths & stories of the
wise woman archetype / Sounds True, 2010
Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes, a Jungian psychoanalyst and author of "Women who run with the
wolves", analyzes the archetype of the wise old woman, exploring the beauty, passion, wisdom,
and opportunity for self-discovery that can enrich listeners' lives.
CD 921 DA VINCI Isaacson, Walter. Leonardo da Vinci / Audioworks, an imprint of Simon &
Schuster Audio, 2017
Leonardo da Vinci created the two most famous paintings in history, The Last Supper and the
Mona Lisa. But in his own mind, he was just as much a man of science and engineering. With a
passion that sometimes became obsessive, he pursued innovative studies of anatomy, fossils,
birds, the heart, flying machines, botany, geology, and weaponry. His ability to stand at the
crossroads of the humanities and the sciences, made iconic by his drawing of Vitruvian Man,
made him history’s most creative genius. Walter Isaacson brings Leonardo da Vinci to life,
showing why people have much to learn from him. His combination of science, art, technology,
and imagination remains an enduring recipe for creativity.
CD BAL Baldacci, David. End game / Hachette Audio, 2017
Will Robie returns home from a mission overseas to discover that his boss--code named Blue
Man--has vanished. His last known location was in remote Colorado, and there have been no
other sightings or communications since. But there is violence brewing in this small town, and
Robie and his sometime partner Jessica Reel will be lucky if they make it out alive--with or
without Blue Man.
CD BRO Brown, Dan. Origin a novel / Random House Audio; Books on Tape, 2017
After an event at which futurist Edmond Kirsch is to announce a groundbreaking discovery
erupts into chaos, Robert Langdon rushes to Barcelona to locate a cryptic password that will
reveal Kirsch's secret before it is lost forever.
CD CHE Chevalier, Tracy. The last runaway / Penguin Audio, 2013
Forced to leave England and struggling with illness in the wake of a family tragedy, Quaker
Honor Bright is forced to rely on strangers in the harsh landscape of 1850 Ohio and is compelled
to join the Underground Railroad network to help runaway slaves escape to freedom.
CD CHI Child, Lee. The midnight line / a Jack Reacher novel / Random House Audio; Books
on Tape, 2017
"Reacher rides the bus north from Milwaukee. At a comfort stop in Wisconsin dairy country he
takes a stroll. Among the cheap junk in a pawn shop window he notices a West Point class ring
for sale. It's tiny. A woman cadet's ring. Why would she pawn it? Reacher knows what Serena
Sanderson must have gone through to get it. He fights through a biker gang and a South Dakota
gangster, following the trail of the ring to the emptiness of Wyoming, in search of Major
Sanderson. Is she OK?"--

CD CON Connelly, Michael. Two kinds of truth / Hachette Audio, 2017
An investigation into the murder of a young pharmacist leads Harry Bosch and San Fernando's
detective squad into the big-business world of pill mills and prescription-drug abuse at the
same time that an old case from Bosch's days with the LAPD returns to haunt him.
CD COR Cornwell, Patricia Daniels. The bone bed / Penguin Group USA, 2012
In Alberta, Canada, an eminent paleontologist disappears from a dinosaur dig site, and at the
Cambridge Forensic Center, Kay Scarpetta receives a grisly communication that gives her a
dreadful reason to suspect this may become her next case. Then, with shocking speed, events
begin to unfold. A body recovered from Boston Harbor reveals bizarre trace evidence hinting of
a link to other unsolved cases that seem to have nothing in common. Who is behind all this?
And whom can Scarpetta trust? Her lead investigator, Pete Marino, and FBI agent husband,
Benton Wesley, are both unhappy with her because of personnel changes at the CFC, and her
niece Lucy has become even more secretive than usual. Scarpetta fears she just may be on her
own this time--against an enormously powerful and cunning enemy who seems impossible to
defeat.--Publisher.
CD CUS Cussler, Clive. The assassin / Penguin Audio, 2015
As Van Dorn private detective Isaac Bell strives to land a government contract to investigate
John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil monopoly, the case takes a deadly turn. A sniper begins
murdering opponents of Standard Oil, kills Bell's best witness, a brave and likable man. Then
the shooter detonates a terrible explosion that sets the victim's independent refinery ablaze.
Bell summons his best detectives to scour the site of the crime for evidence.
CD EVA Evanovich, Janet. Hardcore twenty-four / Random House Audio, 2017
Reluctantly agreeing to babysit a professional grave robber's pet boa constrictor, Stephanie
Plum is embroiled in a bizarre series of crimes that escalate from the violation of stolen
corpses to the murder of a homeless man.
CD GRA Grafton, Sue. Y is for yesterday / Penguin Random House, 2017
This dark case report from Kinsey Millhone's files begins when four teenage boys from an elite
private school sexually assault a fourteen-year-old classmate--and film the attack. A decade
later, the tape arrives at one of the perpetrators' homes with a ransom note attached.
CD GRI Grisham, John. The Rooster Bar / Random House Audio; Books on Tape, 2017
Mark, Todd, and Zola came to law school to change the world, to make it a better place. But
now, as third-year students, these close friends realize they have been duped. They all
borrowed heavily to attend a third-tier, for-profit law school so mediocre that its graduates
rarely pass the bar exam, let alone get good jobs. And when they learn that their school is one
of a chain owned by a shady New York hedge-fund operator who also happens to own a bank
specializing in student loans, the three know they have been caught up in the Great Law School
Scam.
CD HAL Halliday, Gemma. Undercover in high heels / Brilliance Audio264, 2012
Maddie Springer, the new wardrobe assistant on a hot television show, discovers that murder is
in fashion when a young starlet is found dead, forcing her to play the role of a lifetime to catch
a Hollywood killer.

CD HIL Hilderbrand, Elin. The identicals: a novel Hachette Book Group, 2017
Nantucket is only two and a half hours away from Martha's Vineyard by ferry. But the two
islands might as well be worlds apart for a set of identical twin sisters who have been at odds
for years. When a family crisis forces them to band together--or at least appear to--the twins
slowly come to realize that the special bond that they share is more important than the sibling
rivalry that's driven them apart for the better part of their lives.
CD MAG Maguire, Gregory. Son of a witch / Harper Audio, 2005
In the land of Oz, after Dorothy has destroyed the witch, an adolescent boy named Liir, who
may be the witch's son, is willed back to life at the Cloister of Saint Gilda.
CD MAL Mallery, Susan. Already home / Brilliance Audio, 2011
After nearly a decade as a sous chef in a trendy eatery, Jenna is desperate for a change. She
sees a 'for lease' sign near her parents' home and envisions her very own cooking store. But just
as she's gaining a foothold in her new life, in walk her birth parents, aging hippies on a quest to
reconnect with their firstborn. Now Jenna must figure out how to reconcile the free-spirited
Serenity and Tom with her traditional parents, and deal with her feelings for a new love
interest.
CD MUSIC POP/ROCK Joplin, Janis. Janis Joplin's greatest hits Columbia, 1973
CD MUSIC POP/ROCK STONE, JOSS Stone, Joss. The soul sessions S-Curve | EMI Music North
America, 2003
CD MUSIC STAGE & SCREEN / AN AMERICAN IN PARIS Gershwin, George. An American in
Paris a new musical: original Broadway cast recording / Masterworks Broadway, Distributed
by Sony Music Entertainment, 2015
CD MUSIC STAGE & SCREEN CHICAGO Chicago music from the Miramax motion picture.
Epic/Sony Music Soundtrax, 2002
Overture ; And all that jazz -- Funny honey -- When you're good to Mama -- Cell block tango -All I care about -- We both reached for the gun -- Roxie -- I can't do it alone -- Mister
Cellophane -- Razzle dazzle -- Class -- Nowadays (Roxie) -- Nowadays ; Hot honey rag -- I move
on -- After midnight -- Roxie's suite -- Cell block tango (he had it comin') -- Love is a crime.
CD ROB Roberts, Nora. Blood magick / Brilliance Audio, 2014
"County Mayo is rich in the traditions of Ireland, legends that Branna O'Dwyer fully embraces in
her life and in her work as the proprietor of The Dark Witch shop, which carries soaps, lotions,
and candles for tourists, made with Branna's special touch. Branna's strength and selflessness
hold together a close circle of friends and family--along with their horses and hawks and her
beloved hound. But there's a single missing link in the chain of her life: love... She had it once-for a moment--with Finbar Burke, but a shared future is forbidden by history and blood. Which
is why Fin has spent his life traveling the world to fill the abyss left in him by Branna, focusing
on work rather than passion. Branna and Fin's relationship offers them both comfort and
torment. And though they succumb to the heat between them, there can be no promises for
tomorrow. A storm of shadows threatens everything that their circle holds dear. It will be Fin's
power, loyalty, and heart that will make all the difference in an age-old battle between the
bonds that hold their friends together and the evil that has haunted their families for
centuries"--

CD ROB Roberts, Nora. The liar / Brilliance Audio, 2015
Shelby Foxworth lost her husband. Then she lost her illusions...The man who took her from
Tennessee to an exclusive Philadelphia suburb left her in crippling debt. He was an adulterer
and a liar, and when Shelby tracks down his safe-deposit box, she finds multiple IDs. The man
she loved wasn't just dead. He never really existed. Shelby takes her three-year-old daughter
and heads south to seek comfort in her hometown, where she meets someone new: Griff Lott,
a successful contractor. But her husband had secrets she has yet to discover. Even in this small
town, surrounded by loved ones, danger is closer than she knows--and threatens Griff, as well.
And an attempted murder is only the beginning.
CD RUS Russell, Alan. Lost dog / Brilliance Audio, 2016
Detective Michael Gideon is used to being handed L.A.'s oddest cases, but his newest one
assigned itself. When Gideon's K-9 partner, Sirius, rescues a lost dog from a pack of coyotes,
the duo tries to return her home-- only to discover her owner is missing. Heather Moreland has
clearly disappeared under suspicious circumstances, and the more Gideon digs into her past,
the more he's convinced of her abduction. As Gideon strives to help the missing woman, he is
also troubled by the suspicious death of Detective Langston Walker, the leader of a support
group for families of murder victims. The last time they'd met, Walker told Gideon about a cold
case he had reopened, making Gideon wonder if the detective's demise is the accident
everyone believes. In this third book in Alan Russell's gripping cop-K-9 series, Gideon and Sirius
race to save a young woman-and stop another killer from striking again.
CD SAU Saunders, George. Lincoln in the bardo: a novel / Random House Audio, 2017
February 1862. The Civil War is less than one year old. Meanwhile, President Lincoln's beloved
eleven-year-old son, Willie, dies of a grave illness and is laid to rest in a Georgetown cemetery.
Newspapers report that a grief-stricken Lincoln returns, alone, to the crypt several times to
hold his boy's body. From that seed of historical truth, George Saunders spins an unforgettable
story of familial love and loss that breaks free of its realistic, historical framework into a
thrilling, supernatural realm both hilarious and terrifying. Willie Lincoln finds himself in a
strange purgatory where ghosts mingle, grip, quarrel, and enact bizarre acts of penance.
Within this transitional state - called, in the Tibetan tradition, the bardo - a monumental
struggle erupts over young Willie's soul.
CD WOO Woods, Stuart. Smooth operator / Books on Tape; Penguin Random House Audio,
2016
When President Kate Lee calls Stone Barrington to Washington on an urgent matter, it is soon
clear that a potentially disastrous situation requires the kind of help more delicate than even
he can provide--and he knows just the right man for the job: Teddy Fay, ex-CIA, master of
disguise, and a gentleman not known for abiding by legal niceties in the pursuit of his own
brand of justice. A new series starring an old fan favorite: Teddy Fay.
DVD FAS Fast food nation / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2007
An ensemble drama examining the health issues and social consequences of America's love
affair with fast food.

DVD 158 SEX Sexual positions for lovers : beyond the missionary / Sinclair Enterprises,
1993
Illustrates numerous lovemaking positions; includes positions for couples with physical
limitations.
DVD 232.9 JES Charlton Heston presents the Bible / Distributed by Warner Home Video
2011
Part three, 'Jesus of Nazareth', tells of the amazing life and teachings of Jesus Christ. Here is
the story of His humble birth in a Bethlehem manger...of the wise men bearing gifts...and of
Herod's fierce, futile search for the child.
DVD 3 WE 3 Westerns / MGM Movie Collection, 2011
The Long Riders.(1980) - Stagecoach. (1986)- The Way west.(1967)
DVD 323.1196 FRE American experience / PBS Distribution, 2011
This inspirational documentary is about a band of courageous civil-rights activists calling
themselves the Freedom Riders. Gaining impressive access to influential figures on both sides
of the issue, it chronicles a chapter of American history that stands as an astonishing testament
to the accomplishment of youth and what can result from the incredible combination of
personal conviction and the courage to organize against all odds.
DVD 326.0973 ROU Rough crossings / BBC Video | Distributed in the USA and Canada by
Warner Home Video, 2008
Tells the story of the struggle for freedom by thousands of African-American ex-slaves who fled
Southern plantations to fight behind British lines in the American War of Independence. Follows
their dream of a journey to freedom in bone-chilling Nova Scotia and Sierra Leone. Features
the stories of Englishman John Clarkson, a passionate advocate of the abolition of slavery, and
two African men, Thomas Peters and David George, who escaped slavery in a quest for freedom
DVD 363.41 PRO Prohibition / PBS Home Video, 2011
This videodisc explores the extraordinary story of what happens when a freedom-loving nation
outlaws the sale of intoxicating liquor, and the disastrous unintended consequences that
follow. The utterly relevant cautionary tale raises profound questions about the proper role of
government and the limits of legislating morality. When the country goes dry in 1920, after a
century of debate, millions of law-abiding Americans become lawbreakers overnight
DVD 594.58 CUT Cuttlefish kings of camouflage / WGBH, 2007
More accomplished masters of disguise than any chameleon, cuttlefish are able to change their
skin color and their shape to blend into almost any background. They have the largest brain-tobody ratio of all invertebrates
DVD 613 IRO Iron core kettlebell / Mill Creek Entertainment, 2010
The Iron Core kettlebell workout is designed for people who are willing to push themselves at a
high intensity. This unique program appeals to men and women of all ages, recreational
athletes and professional athletes alike, because it combines an amazing strength training,
muscle conditioning and cardio workout simultaneously.

DVD 613 PIL Pilates exercises for osteoporosis: building better bones / TheraPilates 2002
Physical therapist Sherri R. Betz demonstrates a series of exercises designed to build bone
density of the spine and hip, improve posture and balance, and increase flexibility and
mobility, while avoiding movements that increase the risk of fracture.
DVD 781.6420 JOH Johnny Cash: Live at Montreux 1994 / Eagle Eye Media, 2005
Live concert recording of Johnny Cash at the Montreux Jazz Festival in 1994, performing both
old and new hits.
DVD 781.66 BEA Beastie Boys video anthology / Criterion Collection, 2000
Contains eighteen videos by the Beastie Boys. Each disc is divided into two sections: videos in
sequence and videos with supplements. Includes commentary by Evan Bernard, Adam
Bernstein, Tamra Davis, Spike Jonze, and others
DVD 781.6607 LIV Live Aid WSM / Warner Music Vision, 2004
There had never been a concert event of such magnitude - the biggest names in music
performing a concert broadcast live to provide hunger relief in Africa.
DVD 782.4261 SCCR Scratch / Palm Pictures 2002
Here are some of the world's best DJs, those famous for solo scratching, competing in
international DJ battles, playing for rap artists, or just rocking parties with the most insane
records ever dug up. Check out dynamic performances and interviews with DJs Qbert, Z-Trip,
Mix Master Mike (of the Beastie Boys), Rob Swift and the X-ecutioners, Cut Chemist & NuMark
(of Jurassic 5), DJ Craze, DJ Shadow, The Bullet Proof Space Travelers, Babu (of Dilated
Peoples), KF Krush, DJ Premier (Gang Starr), and others, along with "old-school" innovators like
Afrika Bambaataa and Grand Wizard Theodore.
DVD 794.1 CHE Andersson, Benny. Chess in concert / Reprise, 2009
Live chess match
DVD 796.357 LOS The lost son of Havana / Hock Films | 5-Hole Productions, 2009
"In this moment he is just a man-- an old man, he thinks-- standing on the last battlefield of
the Cold War, at what he feels is the final crossroads of his life. At age 67, Luis Tiant has come
back to Cuba, the island he had left at age 20 for a trip he thought would last a month and
became nearly a half a century. But is this still home? What is home for an exile who becomes a
star in his new land, leaving former teammates to play for their government and country in
isolation and poverty? What is home for a man who never had a sister or brother and whose
parents are dead? Where can he go to sort out the guilt and the glory? And is it too late?"-Container
DVD 921 GAR Brooks, Garth. Garth Brooks the entertainer / Pearl Records, 2006
This five DVD set features over seven hours of Garth Brooks in performance. Discs 1, 2, 3 and 4
each contain an edited edition of a previously-aired Garth Brooks television special. Disc 5
contains a collection of Brooks' music videos, spanning from his first major label album release
in 1989, to his last new collection in 2005. They each contain the main program content, two
bonus songs, and a photo montage.

DVD 942 SEC Secrets of Highclere Castle / PBS Distribution, 2013
It may be more famous now than any time in its 1,300-year history as the setting of Downton
Abbey, but England's Highclere Castle has its own stories to tell. In its heyday, Highclere was
the social epicenter of Edwardian England. See how all the inhabitants of Highclere lived, from
the aristocrats above to the army of servants toiling 'below stairs'. Also find out from the
current inhabitants, Lord and Lady Carnarvon, what life in a fairytale castle is like today.
DVD 973.4 FOU V.1 Founding brothers / History Channel, 2002
Founding brothers begins with a look at two of the many crises faced by George Washington
during his term as America's first president. Washington surrounded himself with brilliant men
who were bound by their undying devotion to America, but who were often bitterly divided
about how best to serve their common cause. It explores the ideological conflict that existed
between Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton and highlights Washington's farewell
address, and portrays the bitterly contested presidential election of 1796 and the difficult
administration of John Adams. It then concludes with the poignant tale of the reconciliation
between Adams and Jefferson, and the story of the famous duel between Alexander Hamilton
and Aaron Burr.
DVD 973.4 FOU V.2 Founding brothers / History Channel, 2002
Founding brothers begins with a look at two of the many crises faced by George Washington
during his term as America's first president. Washington surrounded himself with brilliant men
who were bound by their undying devotion to America, but who were often bitterly divided
about how best to serve their common cause. It explores the ideological conflict that existed
between Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton and highlights Washington's farewell
address, and portrays the bitterly contested presidential election of 1796 and the difficult
administration of John Adams. It then concludes with the poignant tale of the reconciliation
between Adams and Jefferson, and the story of the famous duel between Alexander Hamilton
and Aaron Burr.
DVD 973.922 OSW Oswald's ghost / PBS Home Video | Distributed by Paramount Home
Entertainment, 2008
A look at the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, and how many people still believe
that there wasn't a lone gunman involved. Features rarely seen archival footage, interviews,
government investigations, and more.
DVD AME American history X / New Line Home Entertainment, 2001
Derek Vinyard, the charismatic leader of a group of young white supremacists, lands in prison
for a brutal, hate-driven murder. Upon his release, ashamed of his past and pledging to reform,
Derek realizes he must save his younger brother, Danny, from a similar fate. A groundbreaking
controversial drama about the tragic consequences of racism in a family.
DVD AME American made / Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
A pilot lands work for the CIA and as a drug runner in the south during the 1980s.
DVD ANC Anchorman the legend of Ron Burgundy / DreamWorks Home Entertainment|
Distributed by Universal Studios Home Video, 2004
It's the 70's and Ron Burgundy is the king of San Diego. He's the most popular news anchor in
town. He and his all male news team rule the city with their sauve looks, minimal IQ's and
unbelievably bad hair. In Ron's world, women don't belong in the newsroom. So when rising star

reporter Veronica Corningstone fills in for Ron one night and the ratings soar, it becomes more
than a battle ... it becomes war.
DVD BIG Big Pacific / PBS Distribution, 2017
The Pacific Ocean covers one third of the Earth's surface, holds half of the world's water, and
hides the deepest place on the planet. It is a place where huge and iconic, rare and dazzling
creatures live, and where creatures yet to be discovered lurk. Filmed in cinematic 4K, the
program breaks the boundaries between land and sea to present the Pacific Ocean in a way
never seen before.
DVD BOO Boot the pigeon / Dreamscape Media, 2014
After being set up on one bad date after another, Kip sues the dating service he's been using,
but the ensuing trial puts him at risk to lose the woman who loves him.
DVD CHE S.1 Chesapeake Shores / Cinedigm Entertainment Corp., 2017
Abby O'Brien Winters returns to Chesapeake Shores when she receives a panicked phone call
from her younger sister Jess, who has renovated the charming Inn at Eagle Point. The Maryland
town her father built has many sad memories and Abby, thanks to her demanding career,
divorce and young twin daughters, has not had time to spare. Saving the inn from foreclosure
means dealing not only with her fractured family but also with Trace Riley, the man she left
ten years ago. Trace initially poses an obstacle but becomes an unexpected ally and a second
chance at finding love.
DVD CIT Citizen Jane: battle for the city / Sundance Selects, 2017
It is a timely tale of what can happen when engaged citizens fight the power for the sake of a
better world. Arguably, no one did more to shape our understanding of the modern American
city than Jane Jacobs, the visionary activist and writer who fought to preserve urban
communities in the face of destructive development projects.
DVD COO Cool hand Luke / Warner Home Video, 1967
His crime: nonconformity. His sentence: the chain gang. Luke is a loner who can't or won’t
conform to the arbitrary rules of his captivity.
DVD DAR Daredevil / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2003
By day, blind attorney Matt Murdock toils for justice in Hell's Kitchen. By night, he's Daredevil,
a man without fear. He's a masked vigilante stalking the dark streets with an uncanny "radar
sense" that allows him to see with superhuman capabilities. When the love of his life is
targeted by New York City's ruthless Kingpin and his deadly assassin, Bullseye, Daredevil may be
about to meet his match.
DVD DAR Dark city / New Line Home Entertainment, 2008
When John Murdoch wakes with no memory at the scene of a grisly murder, he soon finds
himself hunted by the police, a woman claiming to be his wife, and a mysterious group of pale
men. Includes never-before-seen footage and commentary.

DVD DUN Dunkirk / Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., Warner Bros. Home Entertainment,
2017
Allied soldiers from Belgium, the British Empire and France are surrounded by the German
Army, and evacuated during a fierce battle in World War II. Intense war experience and some
language.
DVD FOO Food: delicious science / PBS, 2017
Dr. Michael Mosley and botanist James Wong celebrate the physics, chemistry, and biology
hidden inside every bite of a next meal. Learn how the hidden chemistry of food keeps bodies
fit and healthy; take a global culinary adventure to reveal the science that makes food taste
delicious; and discover how the chemistry in food affects the brain and creates the deepest
cravings.
DVD GAR Garden State / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2004
Andrew is a moderately successful TV actor living in Los Angeles. He hasn't been home to the
Garden State in nine years. Even the 3,000 miles has not separated him from the domineering
father Andrew left. Stunned to find himself home for his mother's funeral, "Large" finds old
acquaintances around every corner, even as he does his best to avoid the inevitable
confrontation with his father. By a twist of fate Large meets Sam, a girl who is everything he
isn't. Her warmth and fearlessness gives Large the courage to open his heart to the joy and pain
that is life.
DVD GO Go / Columbia Tristar Home Video, 1999
A group of hip and outrageous people embark on a wild, late night ride that won't end until the
sun comes up.
DVD GOO GoodFellas / Warner Home Video, 1999
Focuses on a group of men involved with organized crime while giving an inside look at the
Mafia from 1955-80. Based on the life of mobster and FBI informant Henry Hill, a half-Irish,
half-Sicilian New York kid who grows up idolizing the "wise guys" in his impoverished Brooklyn
neighborhood.
DVD HAP Happy Gilmore / Universal Home Video, 1998
Although Happy dreams of becoming a professional hockey player, he discovers that his hockey
slap shot translates to an astonishing 400 yard tee shot. So when his grandmother loses her
home to the IRS, Happy decides to earn the house back by joining the pro golf tour, bringing his
ferocious temper and outlandish antics to the well-tended fairways. Before long, Happy is a
media sensation, attracting crowds and news cameras wherever he goes. But Happy's bitter
rival has his own plans for the golf superstar, resulting in a riotous, laugh-filled confrontation
on the links.
DVD HOR The horse whisperer / Touchstone Home Video | Distributed by Buena Vista
Home Video, 1998
Fourteen-year-old Grace MacLean and her friend Judith go horseback riding in upstate New
York on a winter morning, but their horses lose their footing on ice and slide onto a road,
where Judith and her horse are killed by a jackknifing truck. Grace has her right leg
amputated, and the frightening incident leaves a lasting trauma not only on Grace but also on
her horse, Pilgrim. Grace's mother, seeking Grace's recovery, feels there's a link between her
crippled, embittered daughter and Pilgrim's behavior. Learning about a horse trainer with a

special gift, she takes Grace and Pilgrim to Montana where horse whisperer Tom Booker lives
on a ranch with his family.
DVD JIM Jim Gaffigan: beyond the pale / Image Entertainment, 2005
The unhippest guy in the room is going to crack you up. Jim Gaffigan is the nice guy next doorwith more than a hint of the devil in him. A regular of The Ellen Show and That '70s Show, the
versatile actor shows his unique style of humor.
DVD JUL Julius Caesar / Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2006
An adaptation of the classic Shakespeare play, chronicling the events around the assassination
of Julius Caesar.
DVD LAU Laughology / Disinformation, 2010
Laughter Yoga, laughter Parties, Laughercize, and other laughter-oriented health trends have
spawned a new approach to laughter. It involves using laughter to make people laugh instead of
jokes. Simple laughter, according to Laughology, may be helpful in reducing heart disease,
fighting stress, and increasing immunity. The film features 'The Laughman, ' Doug Collins, a
Memphis resident who is said to have the most contagious laugh in the world. It also explores
phenomena such as holy laughter, laughter epidemics, laughter parties, and the origins of
laughter yoga. Could laughing be a remedy to seriousness?
DVD MAR Marshall / Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
About a young Thurgood Marshall, the first African-American Supreme Court Justice, as he
battles through one of his career defining cases.
DVD MAS S.2 M*A*S*H. / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008
Explores the day-to-day lives of the people who live and work at the Mobile Army Surgical
Hospital (MASH) stationed three miles from the front during the Korean War.
DVD NAT The natural / Columbia TriStar Home Video, 1984
Roy Hobbs determines to fulfill his boyhood dream of being a baseball superstar; he is making
progress when a mysterious woman shatters his dream and later, overcoming physical pain, he
has a chance to lead his team to the pennant.
DVD NAT 2 National treasure 2 book of secrets / Walt Disney Home Entertainment ; |
Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 2008
When a missing page from the diary of John Wilkes Booth surfaces, Ben Gates' great-great
grandfather is suddenly implicated as a key conspirator in the assassination of Abraham
Lincoln. The page is one of 18 pages missing from Booth's diary. When doing more research, the
conspiracy takes Ben, Abigail, and Riley from Buckingham Palace to the White House - both
places they break into - and even stealing a page from a secret book. But in order to see more
from the book, their choice is either get elected president or kidnap the President of the
United States. So, Ben kidnaps the president. The conspiracy then crosses to Mount Rushmore.
Now, Ben will have to clear his family's name so they will no longer be linked to the
assassination.
DVD PEA Pearl Harbor / Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 2001
Two childhood best friends, Rafe and Danny, grow up wanting to fly planes. When Rafe gets the
chance to join the Royal Air Force during World War II, he takes it, leaving his new love,

Evelyn, a dedicated Navy nurse, and Danny, also a pilot, behind. Danny and Evelyn are
transferred separately to the idyllic paradise of Hawaii, where they eventually meet through a
connection to Rafe, who has been declared missing. But just as the love triangle begins to get
complicated, Dec. 7, 1941 arrives, changing all of their lives forever.
DVD PIN Trail of the Pink Panther ; Revenge of the Pink Panther / MGM Home
Entertainment, 2006
Trail of the Pink Panther: World famous detective, Chief Inspector Jacques Clouseau (Sellers) is
missing and so is the Pink Panther diamond. The sixth comedy in Blake Edwards' Pink Panther
series. | Revenge of the Pink Panther: The clueless Inspector Clouseau has everyone fooled unwittingly, of course; Chief Inspector Dreyfus happily believes that Clousseau has died in an
explosion, but in reality, he's alive and busy mangling a case!
DVD PLA 1 Rise of the planet of the apes / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2011
During experiments to find a cure for Alzheimer's disease, a genetically-enhanced chimpanzee
uses its greater intelligence to lead other apes to freedom.
DVD POL Poltergeist / Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2007
The Freeling family is a typical middle class family living in the peaceful Cuesta Verde Estates.
Steve, his wife Diane, 16-year-old daughter Dana, 8-year-old Robbie, and 5-year-old Carol Ann
live in a tract house. Soon strange things begin to happen around the house; the pet canary
dies, mysterious storms occur, and Carol Ann is summoned to the TV set, where a strange shaft
of green light hits her and causes the room to shake. As the curious events continue, Carol Ann
is repeatedly drawn to the television, where she begins to talk to "the TV people." Soon Carol
Ann is sucked into a closet, disappearing from this reality plane. Unable to find his daughter,
Steve consults Dr. Lesh, a para-psychologist from a nearby college. Lesh finds that the
paranormal phenomena is so strong in the Freelong household she is unable to deal with it and
sends for clairvoyant and professional exorcist Tangina to examine the house in hopes of
finding Carol Ann. Tangina makes a horrifying discovery: Carol Ann is alive and in the house,
but is being held on another spectral plane.
DVD REB Rebus / Acorn Media, 2006
John Rebus is a hard bitten detective who pursues truth on the gritty streets of modern-day
Edinburgh. "The falls": After the gruesome murder of a prominent physician, Rebus and Clarke
soon find themselves hot on the trail of an apparent serial killer. "Fleshmarket close": When a
beautiful young seamstress goes missing, the search takes Rebus and Clarke to the mean,
melting streets of Knoxland Estate, the high-rise project that houses Edinburgh's Kosovan
immigrant community.
DVD RUD Rudy / Columbia TriStar Home Video, 2000
Although people have told Rudy all his life he's not good enough, smart enough or big enough,
nothing can stop his impossible dream of playing football for Notre Dame.
DVD SHA Shane / Paramount Pictures, 2000
A drifter and retired gunfighter assists a homestead family terrorized by an aging cattleman
and his hired gun.

DVD STR Straw dogs / Metro Goldwyn Mayer Home Entertainment, 2004
A young mathematician, David Summer, and his English wife, Amy, move to a Cornish village,
seeking the quiet life. But beneath the seemingly peaceful isolation of the village lies a
savagery and violence that could destroy the couple.
DVD SUP Broken Lizard's Super troopers / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,
2002
A police captain has difficulty controlling his incompetent troops. However, when called upon
to solve a real crime, they become highway heroes.
DVD SWE The sweet hereafter = De beaux lendemains / Alliance films, 2012
"A small community is torn apart by a tragic accident which kills most of the town's children. A
lawyer visits the victims' parents in order to profit from the tragedy by stirring up their anger
and launching a class action suit against anyone they can blame. The community is paralyzed
by its anger and cannot let go. All but one young girl, left in a wheelchair after the accident,
who finds the courage to lead the way toward healing"--IMDB.
DVD SWI Swingers / Miramax Home Entertainment, 1999
Hip and hilarious look at a fun group of friends who spend their days looking for work and their
nights hanging out in Hollywood's coolest after-hours spots.
DVD THE There's something about Mary / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 1998
Thirteen years after a humiliating high school prom date, Ted is still in love with Mary and hires
a private detective to find her. The detective wants Mary for himself.
DVD TIM The time traveler's wife / New Line Home Entertainment | Distributed by Warner
Home Video, 2010
Clare has been in love with Henry her entire life. She believes they are destined to be
together, even though she never knows when they will be separated: Henry is a time traveler,
cursed with a rare genetic anomaly that causes him to live his life on a shifting timeline,
skipping back and forth through his lifespan with no control. Despite the fact that Henry's
travels force them apart with no warning, Clare desperately tries to build a life with her one
true love.
DVD TOM Tommy boy / Paramount, 1999
Party animal Tommy Callahan is definitely a few cans short of a six-pack. But after seven years,
Tommy's finally earned his diploma -- and a cushy job at Callahan Auto Parts. Returning home,
Tommy gets some more great news: his dad is marrying a real "10," and Tommy will get the
stepbrother he always wanted. But as fast as you can say "Who killed the keg?," the family
business starts tanking. Now Tommy's got to hit the road with his dad's right-hand man, a smug
numbers-cruncher. And what these two don't know about salesmanship could fill a book -- and
a riotously funny movie!
DVD TRA Traffic / USA Home Entertainment, 2000
Presents a mix of interrelated stories: a Mexican policeman finds himself and his partner
caught in an often deadly web of corruption; a pair of DEA agents work undercover in a sordid
and dangerous part of San Diego; a wealthy drug baron living in upscale, suburban America is
arrested and learns how quickly his unknowing and pampered wife takes over his business; and

the U.S. President's new drug czar must deal with his increasingly drug-addicted teenage
daughter.
DVD VER Veronica Mars / Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.: Distributed by Warner Home
Video, 2014
On the eve of graduating law school, Veronica Mars has put Neptune and her amateur sleuthing
days behind her. While interviewing at high-end New York law firms, Veronica Mars gets a call
from her ex-boyfriend Logan who has been accused of murder. Veronica heads back to Neptune
just to help Logan find an attorney, but when things don't seem right with how Logan's case is
perceived and handled, Veronica finds herself being pulled back into a life she thought she had
left behind.
DVD WAK Waking Ned Devine / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 1998
When Ned Devine dies from shock after winning the lottery, two longtime friends agree that
Ned would want them to benefit from his good luck. They embark upon an outrageous scheme
to claim the ticket, but first they have to get all the townsfolk to go along with their plan.
DVD XME 1.5 X-Men 1.5 / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002
A war is brewing between those with special powers ("mutants") and the rest of humanity -and the only ones who can save the humans from certain destruction are a special group of
mutants - the "X-Men." (Based on the comic series).
TV DVD COA Coal house / Dreamscape Media, LLC, 2017
This series follows the journey of three families as they leave the 21st century behind,
swapping comfort to live as a 1920s coal-mining family in Wales.
TV DVD COL The collection / PBS Distribution, 2017
1947. A fashion empire rises from the ashes of war-torn Paris, run by the breathtakingly
charming and thoroughly ruthless Paul Sabine. But behind the glamour and elegance lies a
devastating secret that threatens to destroy the company's delicately built success.
TV DVD FRI S.2 Friday night lights / Universal Studios Home Entertainment, 2008
In the small town of Dillon, Texas, everyone comes together on Friday nights when the Dillon
High Panthers play. But life is not a game and the town finds their biggest challenges and
obstacles come off the field.
TV DVD FRI S.3 Friday night lights / Universal Studios Home Entertainment, 2009
In the small town of Dillon, Texas, only one night matters: Friday night. Eric Taylor is the head
football coach for the Dillon High School Panthers, the town's pride and joy, still stressing that
the football players win. The town is counting on the team to give them victories. The closeknit residents face new challenges and uncertainties as they deal with the day-by-day pressures
of life in transition.
TV DVD FRI S.4 Friday night lights. Season 4 / Universal Studios, 2010
Small-town life in Dillon has changed irrevocably with the dramatic split of the school district.
Coach Taylor finds himself fighting for the respect of the East Dillon Lions, while his wife Tami
faces her own battles as Principal of the Dillon High Panthers. Across town, it's a season for
change as graduating students face life after high school.

TV DVD FRI S.5 Friday night lights Season 5 (final season) / Universal Studios Home
Entertainment, 2011
For four years, the residents and students of Dillon, Texas, have faced difficult choices on and
off the field with courage, passion and perseverance. Now the time has come to find closure
for problems of the past, while pursuing new possibilities that will lead many beyond Dillon city
limits.
TV DVD GEO S.8 George Gently / Acorn Media, 2017
The eight season moves into the 1970s, with DCI George Gently facing retirement. In the
opening episode, when Gently discovers the victim's wife was convicted of the murder eight
years ago, he decides to re-open the case, a controversial move. But DI Bacchus opposes
Gently's decision, not least because he worked as a DS on the original investigation and putting
mentor and protégé- at complete odds.
TV DVD MYT Mythbusters / Discovery, 2015
To celebrate their ten-year anniversary, those mad scientists in the lab have cooked up their
biggest concoction yet: fifty full episodes packed with the craziest, coolest, and most
combustible conundrums that the scientific world has to offer.
TV DVD TRU S.1 True blood / Home Box Office | Distributed by Warner Home Video, 2009
The small town of Bon Temps, Louisiana boasts a wide array of colorful locals. Sookie
Stackhouse is a sweet and innocent waitress who hides her powerful ability to read minds. Bill
Compton is a 173-year-old vampire who's just moved back to town. Sookie's brother Jason is a
ladies' man who can't seem to stay out of trouble. Tough-as-nails Tara is Sookie's loyal best
friend and Sam is the owner of Merlotte's who tries to keep his feelings for Sookie to himself.
Lafayette is a man about town who's always cooking up something illicit.
TV DVD TRU S.2 True blood / HBO Home Entertainment, 2010
Welcome back to Bon Temps, home to mystery, Southern sensuality, and dark secrets. Tara
finds herself in love and under a spell; Sam puts his trust in an unlikely ally; Jason becomes
involved with an anti-vampire sect; and Eric recruits Sookie to investigate the disappearance of
a 2,000-year-old vampire.
TV DVD TRU S.3 True blood / Home Box Office, 2011
The Maenadian reign of terror may be over, but Sookie Stackhouse and the townspeople of Bon
Temps face a new calamity that makes the bacchanalian evils of Maryanne Forrester seem
tame by comparison. Sookie desperately tries to locate her fiancé, ending up in a netherworld
of human and undead interlopers, among them the powerful Vampire King of Mississippi,
Russell Edgington.
TV DVD TRU S.4 True blood / Warner Home Video, 2012
Follows the life and loves of Sookie Stackhouse, a telepathic barmaid who lives in a small
Louisiana town inhabited by both humans and vampires.
TV DVD WES S.1 Westworld / HBO, 2017
The one-hour drama series is a dark odyssey about the dawn of artificial consciousness and the
evolution of sin. Set at the intersection of the near future and the reimagined past, it explores
a world in which every human appetite, not matter how noble or depraved, can be indulged.
No rules, no laws, no judgment. Live without limits.

